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Preface
The'scarcityOf available teaching materials which convey the many profound changes in

the role and scope of the United Nations and its specialized agencies in the contemporary
world provided the stimulus for developing this teaching ,handbook. It is not meant to be
inclusive; rather, the atm i to demonstrate ways of implementing and supplementing
existing curriculum materials. The success of teaching a particular course, however,
depends ,not only' on the quality of the program but also on the innovative touch and
flexibility with which the teacher uses the program.

This handbook has been divided into five"sections.

Section one deals with students' preconceptions about the United Nations and the
media's role in shaping.those perceptions. It provides an overview of two of the concepts
that guide relations between states in the twentieth century: interdependence and devel-.
opm ent.

Section two provides an overview of the United Nations' purpose as stated in its Charter,
an organizational structure of the United Nations and the substantive issues on its agenda.

Section three givesran historical perspectiN4necessary for a complete understanding of
the United Nations. ft outlines the factors that led to the growth of international organiza-
tions, culminating with the League of Nations and finally the United Nations itself.

Section four presents an outline students can follow to conduct case studies of the work
the United Nations is doing in particular countries.

Section five, the appendices, contains rules for the "Global Energy Game," the agenda of
the General Assembly, and UN conferences and special sessions.

It is hoped that this handbook helps foster' students' understanding of the United Nations
and its specialized agencies and provides them with the global perspective necessary to
deal with the increasing complexities of .the world in which they live.-

The United Nations Association of the United States of America is grateful for the
. support and cooperation of the National Education Association and acknowledge's,with
appreciation the consultant work on this teaching guide byJohn Rorke, Executive Director,,
Millbrook School, and Lawrence Reiss, Suffern High School.
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Section 1

Understanding Perceptions, Broadenirig Perspectives
Preconceptions about the UN The Media's' Role in Shaping, Perceptions
Concepts that Guide telations Between States

INTRODUCTION
The United Nations is a global institution in a world just beginning to sense the wholeness of its existence. Yet, because

the ideas of internationaipeace and harmony that characterized its founding have not been realized, it is often viewed by
many persons in Western countnes as either irrelevant or a failure. T%achers in the United States who seek merely to
inform their students about the structure of the United Nations often encounter a mind-set that frustrates learning. This
section seeks to evaluate the role the American media play in creating and perpetuating this mind-set. The effect of
govrnmental attitudes toward the UN also comes under examination.

The American media event oriented rather than concerned with lung-term processes concentrate un occurrences
at the political center of the United Nations in New York but largely ignore the activities and achievements of UN agencies
and pr grams throughout the world. Students exposed to seeing, heanng and reading UN stones that deal with political
strife bully develop a resistance to learning more about the world organization.

In its early years, when most of the UN's Member States were white and Western, and when the US could count
rtAjoritt itrGeneral Assembly votes, the media stressed the UN's help in expetliting US foreign policy. Asa result, many
Amencans came to believe that this was the major benefit of US participation in the United Nations. Nuw, with the number
of Membet States more than tnpled since the UN's beginning, American interests are not always accommodated. Because
the media harp on the controversy thus created, many US citizens never learn of the effective lob the UN does in
developing the substance of peace and in providing the means for groups and nations to solve common problems. The
debate on Afghanistan or on theAmencan hostages in Iran in the Secunty Council or the General Assembly does not
immediately resolve these crises. To many Americans the question thus anses. Why bother at all? Students, to gain an
understanding of the nature and value of the United Nations, must first develop a global perspective far different from that
of the evening network news or from the urgent,foregn policy concerns of the State Department in the midst of a crisis.

'UNDERSTANDING PERCEPTIONS
PRECONCEPTIONS

If one chooses to teach about the United Nations, the first step should be an exercise that elicits students' views about
the organization They must be aware of their attitudes toward the UN; as well as the sources of these attitude. Have
students keep a file or notebook on their activities throughout the unit. As thy acquire more knowledge and their
perceptions about the UN change, they will be able to see the process of learning, as well as understand the substance of it.
The following activities can be used to illustrate both perceptions and their sources.

ACTIVITY ONE: "What I Know About the United Nations"

Using information found in Basic Facts About the United Nations or A Reference Guide to the United Nations (both
available from UNA USA), develop a questionnaire about the United Nations its purpose, function, and structur
Student responses will serve both as a pre test of how much information they need to be given on the UN, and as
discussion starter for their perceptions about the United Nations pnor to their classroom introduction. Teachers may use
the following questionnaire, or may devise one' suited for their specific objectives.

Questionnaire

OBJECTIVE
1. When was the UN founded?
2. How many countries were 'original members?
3. How many countries are currently members?
4. What are the six official languages of the UN?
5. What are the founding purposes and principles pf the UN Charter?
6. What is the Security Council? Which countrits,are permanent members?
7. Describe how the General Assembly functions.
8. What are some current issues being considered by the UN?

SUBJECTIVE
1. What are:some of the UN's successes?
2. What are some of its failures?

, p
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ACTIVITY TWO: "How I Learned about the United Nations"

Divide the class into small groups uf 5 -7 students. Assign each group a certain number uf the questions that were asked%
in Activity One. Have them analyze the answers, listing possible sources fur the information. Bring the class together tu (
discuss the entire questionnaire. What possible sources did students in other groups suggest? Did they answer each
question similarly? Are there geographic or ethnic biases reflected in their answers? (Some poSsible sources new spapers,
televisioir, Trick or Treat for UNICEF, school, parents, friends, church, etc.)

THE MEDIA'S ROLE IN SHAPING PERCEPTIONS
The students should focus next on the relationship between the media and pupula perceptions Tu make the,e,xeruse

valuable, attention should center on the kind of analysis that occurs in the new spa ers, magazines, and uther` sources uf
()prawn. It should be noted that the American media treat the United Nations jus as it dues any uther phenumenun, and
yuung people's view of events reflect a similar approach. Buth are culture buun nd event unented. Haring students
sense this about their perceptions, as well as about the source uf their new s,'Is a v al able lesson in itself, whether ur nut
they learn anything about the United Nations.

Robert Hanvey, , in his article "An Attainable Global Perspective," (CTIR), points out an intriguing characteristic of the
relationship between student perspectives and the media. Novelty means notice. He states'

The media are event-centered. A volcano is of interest tu them only when it erupts. The pattern is that the
general perception of important pherkumena is limited and distorted, tepublic'sees only those manifestations.
that are novel enough tu nse,about tag media's threshold of excitabWRut the phenomena ... continue to
affect uur lives, viable ur nut. In fairness to the media it must be admitted that such phenoniena are not, by
and large, intnnsioally interesting to most people. And interest is what keeps newspapers and television
stations alive. It must also be admitted that some newspapers pruvile extremely important resources for
broad public education, and that the television networks occasionally reach millions with significant
documentaries and background stones. But the general characterization of the media as event centered is
not, I think, unreasonable.

It is particularly critical tu grasp this concept when learning about the United Nahuns. With its emphasis on "new sw orthiness,"
the media distort the public's understanding of long-term phenomena such as the United Nations, oftenrelegating it to
obscunty unless a controversial issue is under discussion, or an "exciting" committee is meeting. This skew ed perspective
relates also to expectations people have of the UN as well as to what is actually. happening.

ACTIVITY THREE: "Understanding the Media's Perspective"

Form three groups of students. Assign one of these activities to each group: 4

Group One: Crisis-Orientation of the Media
Examine the front page uf The New York,T:mes or other newspapers for stories that mention the United Nations What

do they cover? Day-to-day events, or "cnsis situations" (like the emergency special session on Palestine)? What t*Ypes'of

other international news are reported? National news? Local news?
Stu4ents will see that the media are crisis oriented in local and national, as well as international, news. If the assignment

is exparnded to cover the news of the past four decades, students may find that some long term phenomena that are
important today were either misreported or "buried" in the back pages of the paper in the past.

Group Two: Culture-Based News Reporting
Check back in 1979 newspapers for coverage of both Carl Yastrzemski's and Lou Brock's major achievements in

baseball. each hit their 3,000th career hit that year. Where in the paper did each item appear' How long were the articles

on both players?
Students will discover that the teams' proximity to New York, the center of much of the nation's sports reporting,

appears to influence the stories. Another'in ence on the publicity about each eyent might be the racial origins of the
players. To what extent is.sucb reporting "cut re-bound"? Consider the stortes from the point of view of snmeone who
does not know or care about baseball. Hour well o the stories explain the significance of the event' (The teacher might
have the baseball coach explain the enormous technical skill needed

V

to accomplish such a feat.)

Group Three: ChangingYerceptions of Long-Term Phenomena `,+.<

Look at back issues of Life magazine from 1959-1964, concentrating on articles and advertisenlents for automobiles
Where did professionals in the field and advertisers place their emphasis? Compare these ads and articles with today's
magazines. Where is the emphasis now? Has it changed significantly?

Students will find that the major emphasis during the Fifties and early Sixties was on size and cylifiders the bigger,
the better. "Extras" such as huge side fins were considered chic all of which meant heavier cars and lower and lower
mileage. 1964 was the last year that the United States was self sufficient in oil. How has that affected the automobile
industry? What do the differences in emphasis suggest about the relationship between values, long term events, and

change?
Have the students from each group compare their findings. Did the other groups arrive at the same conclusions' What

toncluans can be inferred about the sources of their perceptions?

2
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Studentsshould be encouraged to dev elop an analytical perspective whenever,they read newspapers and newsmagac
zi nes or watch the evening nys. Part of-Aquiring a global perspectii e is developing a sense, of how local and .natiunal
news are affected by the international scene, as well as how they impact on it A good way to have students acquire the
habit of reading or seeing the news regularly is to assign grief 11) of students to prepare w eeklypos summaries, including
an analysis of the news "The Week in Review" sectionof The Sunday New York Times cA-be used as a prototype. MXIce
sure that the summaries include the entire spectrum of news stones international, local, national, c(Vtural, sports, etc. By
the end dl the unit or course, students should ha e acquired the habit dreading the news regularly, as well as of analyzing,
the perceptions thattolor the writers and readerS of the news.

PERSPECTIVES
Once students havegained asense of their own knowledge, its limitations, and its sources, they can begin to develop a

perspective of how the United Nation's fits into the world of thetwentietriceri,tury. One of the pnmilry concepts that guides
international relations in the latter half of the twentieth century' is interdependence. Increasingly, we are beginning to
realize that we cannot exist in "Splendid Isolation" forever, our food and gas bills provide ample evidence that there is an
entire world beyond our shores A little story by Robert Hanvey, also from "An Aftairafble Global Perspective," may be a
good way to introduce the increasing interdependence of the international community to students.

Imagine a land of permanerit (Risk, a rough terrain through which winds a darkly gleaming river. Here and there
across the landscape and along the river campfires glow. Around each fire a cluster of people, huddled against the
dark, preoccupied with its own affairs From time to time, thereare forays into the area away from the light of the
campfires and sometimes a beef contact with other groups. Not always a very rewarding contact, Each group has
developed distinctive ways of Wing, ways that seem appropriate and natural to its members, bizarre .and
threatening to outsiders But the dark separates and allows each group to cultivate its own mysteries and what it
sees as its own territory, the area illuminated I?), the flickering light of its own campfire. And in the dark the
donsfream group does, not'know that the upstreani group abides by the same river Or even that it is a river and
not a sea

But now imagine (bear with me') that the longbight begins to end. The campfires which had once been the
center of each group's existence now seem pale and the whole landscape is etched by brightness and shadow.
The people stand amazed and trembling, their previous perceptions and understandings and myths washed
away by the glal'e The hills, each of which in the dark had been experienced singly, are now seen 'to be
connected, forming a chain Each group along the river sees for the first time thatother groups share the same
flowing waters There are patterns to be seen valleys and forests and a network of trails, a yellow and dusty
embroidery of meadows vividly green. Outcroppings of rock that in the dark had seemed mystenous and
ominous are shorn of their personalities and reduced to the ordinary. And other peoples that in the dark had
seemed mystenous and kometimes ominous nowlook only awkward and a bit unsure..

Hanveyi labels this story a fantasy, but one that renders "a fair descripti of the situation in which the human species
finds itself " Some students may find difficulty with the analogy, but cunsidenng the world in the aftermath of the
communications revolution in this century may make it considerably dearer. The world is no longer a system of-discrete
countries, with little or no cross boundary communications. Rather, an event in any part of the globe is flashed almost
simultaneously onto the television screens and radio receivers of the rest of the world, thanks to modern technology

For most people, however, it is still easier to focus upon a limited cnsis such as Iran, on an unlimited vision such as outer
space, or even the tiny world of 'self through the self-realization' movements, than it is to look really hard at 'spaceship
earth " Yet the interdependent condition of our society underlies all human activity, even though no one seems quite
certain how it works Little attention has been giv en to the insecurity which may .be caused by our greater knowledge of
the world, its interconnectedness and problems, by institutions other than the United Nations.

To give students a consciousness of the tremendous support system that permits.their lives to be what they are, one
needs tb use a serves of exercises in "conceptual block-busting." Theseareexercises by which participants are made aware
of their perspectives, on problems and issues, and also develop new ways of lookinglt the same situations.

ACTIVITY ONE: "My Global Diary" (Taken film Lee Andeison, Schooling and Citizenship for a Global Age

Have each student keep a daily account of his activities for a week, starting with the moment his)alarm c,I oes off.
After each account, have him re write the entry, noting when the world impacts on his daily life. For instance, he may` iave
a Japanese alarm clock, or eat peanut butter produced by a transnational corporation. By the end of the week, thestudept
should have developed quite as.,nse of how interrelated the world has become.

ACTIVITY TWO: "Our Town in the gorld, the World in Our Town" I

Locate your town on a map of the world. With yarn or string, have the 'students connect yourtown with each country in
the world Jhat relates to it in some manner. The community should be an integral part of this exercise, students can do a
survey taind out ethnic origins of the citizens, who has traveled to other parts oi,the world, who has relatives livingout of
the country, which businesses have conckms in other countries, or a business that relies on some other nation (e.g.,
restaurants).

0



DEVELOPMENT .
The prdcess of development is probably the mosf'important factor in global interdependence More than OA ()thirds of

th'e nations of the world are Lonsidered to be "developing," but they 4re-alsu the repositories of l, ast raw inat4-ials needed
by the industri4114ed nations to nmintain their level of development. The realization that the industnalized nations of the

"North" are in many ways "holye-nuts" has given the developing natiunspf the "South" incredible bargaining power in the

search for a rfew intervational economic order based on, equality of development opportunities The "North Sduth
Dialogue" that has resulted frOm the needs of buth industrialized and del, eloping nations has taken place primarily in the
forum provided by the United Nations and its specialized agencies.

It is important that students understand hutv development issues-and intekdependence are related, and how the Uslited
Nations fits into that schema. The following scenarius,are designed to introduce the students to issues that affect them

personally, that affect the US image in the tworld, and that impact on the development-process.

ACTIVITY THREE: "Trade Interdependencies A Debate"

Oneo(the must visible linkages of interapendence is between domestic economies and the world economy, This is
evecially true ofor the United States, where any action taken to protect American Products will hal, e somelinpact.on the

world economy. -

Question:
Should. the US impose trade restrictions on the importation of Japanese automobiles?

Actors:
Automobile Industry (labor and management)
US Government '

Japanese Government s

Task:
a),

To negotiate an agfeement between the tJS and Japan on trade barfters to foreign auto imports
Ramifications:

What are Trade Barriers? Huw du they impact un each country 's image abroad" Dues the world's perception (Image) of

the United States have an impact on the interests uf each gruup? What long term effect,clo trade barriers hal, e un the
US economy, in terms uf productivity and revitalization of the national economy' On the world economy'

ACTIVITY FOUR: "Human Rights and Economics A Scenario"

Souill Africa has a social system knuwn as apartheid, which i based onthe principle of racial segregation, and white
minority rule of the black majority Many UN members believe t t fhe economic support given to the South Afripn
regime I?), translational corporations is the major obstacle to the elimination of apartheid- ---- --)
Question:

Should human nghts issues influence economic decisions'
Actors:, .

US Business (with holdings in South Africa)
US Government r i
Internatiortal Human Rights Agencies

(i.e., UN Human Rights Commission and Amnesty International)
Task:

To negotiate a US policy on relatioiNwith South Africa.
Ramifications: - -

By maintaining economic ties with South Afrip, do we increase our ability to persuade the government to change its
official policy? Or are we merely encouraging he Suuth African government to continue its policies? What impact will

our policy have on our \relations with othe countries, especially the Third World? How difficult is it to reconcile
economic and human rights interests?

The last two activities are adaptable to a wide variety of local issues that include a global element.They are particularly
helpful in showing students how 141, national, and international concerns and interests overlap and impact on each other

ACTIVITY FIVE: "Games to Stimulate.Interest and Awareness'"

In the appendices is a simulation game that deals with interslependence of the international community on energy

issues. "The Global Energy Game" is geared to show students the benefit of.international cooperation on the critical
energy situation, and the dangers of energy "isolationism."

Another excellent simulation game that allows students to see the relatiunship between rich and poor, the importance of

cooperation, and the investment both rich and' poor have in changg is STARPOWER Directions for the game can be
purchased from: SIMILE II, P.O. Box 1023, La Jolla, CA 92037, as can the entire game kit Focusing on Global Poverty and

Development: A Resource Book for Educators, by Jayne Millar Wood (Overseas Development Council), also contains many

useful exercises.

4



SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS
1. Students have preconceived ideas and often a great deal of misinformation about the UN. They should be made

aware of their attitudes as well as the sources of theirattitudes.
2. The media with its emphasis on "newsworthiness" tends to be event oriented and often nhlects less dramatic

ongoing activities. This often distorts-the public's understanding of "long-term" phenomena such as the UN.
3. Students should be taught to read the newspaper analytiCally, being sensitive to a possible cultural bias in the

rep rting of world events.
Two of the principal Issues that guiU international relations in the latter half of the twentieth century are

interdependence and development.

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. Why has the UN fallen into disfavor in the view of many'Americans?
2. Discuss how the media, specifically newspapers and television news reports, help shape thepublic's attitudes on

"the news." Speculate as to reasons why.
. ,3. Discuss how interdependence affects international relations.

4. How is the US dependent on the rest of the world?

p
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Sermon 2

Introducing the United Nations ,_ ,

4 The UN Charter The- Organizational Structure of the UN,
Substantive Issues before the UN -) ,

/ L

THE UN CHARTER
The United Natiuns was envisioned by its founders as a couperati e effort-to "save succeeding generations frum.the

scuurgeof war," and tu "promote social progress and better standards uf life in larger freedom" for all people, without
regard to race, sex, language, or religion. The UN's purposes, as stated in the Charter, are fourfold.

1. To maintain international peace and security. . ,
_

,
2. Tu develop fnendly relations amung nativa based un respect fur the pnnciples uf equal nghts and self determination

I for all'peoples. , ,,i',.
3. To achieve international cooperation in sole mg international problems uf an economic,

.
s*il, cultural,.ur humanitar-

ian nature, and in promoting and encouraging respect fur human nghts and for fundamental freedoms fur all. -
4. To be a center for harmonizing the actions

6
of nations in the attainment of these common nds.(

THE STRUCTURE OF THE UN . .

In order tu fulfill these purposes, especially the lasteme, the United Nations has adaptied structurally u %, er the past three
and a half decades tu meeffhe changing constraints uf the international system. Originally seen as primarily a cullectik, e
security organization, the large increase in economically less developed countries has shifted much uf the emphasis uf the, .
United Nations to the problems.uf development. Consequently, the United-Nabolis has created new machutery to cope
with these problems. There are lour segments of the UN "FaMily": .

. 0'.
L PRINCIPAL ORGANS: The Charter established six principal organs to coordinate the work ufrthe United

Nations. They have final authoritywithin their areas of competency.
T. SPE IALIZED AGENCIES: The Charter provides that intergovernmental agencres.dealing wiC117a%*pecific

technical a ea or issue can be brOught into relationship with the United NaitiOn4. There are 17 of these "specialized"
agencies. . , ,

3. SUBSIDIARVOROA NS: These organs are un going programs of the United Nations, set up to deal with a specific
area or problem. Their membership is open to all members of the United Nations.

4. VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS: Similar to the' subsidiary organs, these programs are funded totally through
voluntary contributions frem the Member States'of Te United Nations.

PRINCIPAL ORGANS
J

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
The General Assemble (GA) is the primary delibertive organ of the United Nations. Its membership compnses all or

thCharter. Its decisions are' not binding on Member States, but carry e eight of world opinion. All of the organs,
the members of the Grganization. It has' the authority to discuss and make endations un any matter w ithin the scope
of the Cha
prowams, and agencies of the UN system report to the GA through its seven Main. Committees. (Please consult the
appAdices for a detailed descriptiqn of the structure, function, and procedure of the eneral'Assembly)

THE SECURITY COUNCIL
The Security Councir(SC) has the primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and secunty. It has

15 members, ten 9f whom are elected for two year terms, and five of whom are permanent members (China, France,
(Soviet Union, Unit$cl Kingdom, United States). Each member of the Council has une vote, but the concurring votes of the
five permanent members are needed to approve decisions un substantive matters. Decisions of the Secunty Council are 4-
binding on all Members States of the ofganization. (See appendices for ft complete outline of the Council.)

THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL I
The economic and Social Council (EIMOSOC) is charged with the responsibility uf coordinating the economic and social

work of the UN, including the work of the specialized agencies and subsicharylorgans and voluntary programs. The
Economic and Social Council has 54 members, elected for three y ear terms. Eighteen members are elected each year by
the General Assembly, under whose.authority the Cutincil operates. The Council makes recommendations and initiates
activities relating to development, trade, human rights, science and technology, social development, natural resources,
population, and any other economic or social question before the United Nations. (Fur a more detailed description, see the
appendices.) .

a
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THE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL i
' The Trusteeship Cuuncil (TC) was designed tu-replace the League of Nations mandate system, in administering Trust

and Non Self Governing territories. Of the 11 original Trust territuries, only the Pacific Islands (Micronesia), adminis-
tered by the 'United States, remains under the jurisdictiun uf the Council The membership of the Council Kesently
consists of thekfive perTnanent menibers*of the Security Council.

, THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE \
The Interrtatiorial Court of Justice (ICJ) is the principal judicial organ uf the United Nations. Unlike the uther principal

organs, its seat is at the Hague, Netherlands. Its Statute is an integral part uf the UN Charter, making all Member States
automatically Parties to the Court. It has 15 judges, elected fur nine.y year terms. Nu two Justices are frum the same cuuntry,,

and are elected by a joint election in the General Assembly and the SeCurifty Council. The cuiitt has jurisaiction over all
puestjons referred to it by Member States, over matters pruv ided r in the Charter and in international treaties and
conventions. It may alsu giv e ach isury upiniuns on questiuns referred to it y the General Assembly and its organs, and fhe
Security Council. .

THE SECRETAKIAT .
. . (

The Secretariat serves as the administrative Organ for the United:Natiuns. It is aaded by the Secretary-General,
_appointed by the General Assembly un the recommendation of the Security Council. The international staff, which makes
tip the Secretariat, is .responsible for carrying uut the day to -day wurk required by the decisions uf the urgans, and
programs of the UN, both at Headquarters in New York and in the field. The staff w urks fur the world urganizatiun rather
than'for the country of their nationality. . - , 1.0
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SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

FOOD AND AGRICU.LTURE.ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS (FAO)
established:

16 October 1945
membership:

144 nations
purpose:

to raise nutrition levels and standards uf living, impruve productiun and fuud distribution, allev late wurld hunger,
especially through improving the condition of rural populations.

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE (GATT)
established:

January 1948. ti

membership:
84 signatory nations, and 27 countries under speciatarrangements

purpose:
to promote a code of conduct for international trade, with'special emphasis un trade and develupment, and trade
probletns of _developing nations.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT (IBRD or World Bank)
.

established:
..27 December 1945

Membership:
130.nations

Ourpose: k

to assist in the reconstruction and development uf members' territuries by facilitating capital investment fur pruductiv e
purposes, to jromote private foreign investment, and to supplement such investment with its u w n funds when it is nut
ileadily available, to encourage international investment in develupment of members' productive resuurces tu mamtain
balance of payments equilibrium and the growth of international trade.

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIA'T'ION ORGA-klIZAJION (ICAO)
established:

tnembership:
4'April 1947

142 nations
^at

purpov:
to Iftornote and facilitate the safety, regularity, and efficiency of international civil airtransport.

,INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (IDA or World Bank Group)
established:

September 1960
membership:

119 nations

8
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purpose:
to promote economic development, increase productivity, and raise standards of living in the poorest nations by
providing financing of curial development projects on easier terms than the IBRD

INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT (IFADI
established:

30 November 1977
membership:

-106 nations
purpose:

to provide additional resources fur agricultural and rural development, e penally fur the pi4est rural populations.

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (IFC or World Bank roup)
established:

30 November 1977
membership:

106 nations
purpose:

to assist the IBRD in encouraging economic development through growth in the private sector of the less developed
countries.

INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION (ILO)
established:

1919
membership:

137 nations
purpose: C

to promote social justice and world peace by improving labor conditions and living standards

INTEICGOVERNMENTAL MARITIME CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION (IMCO)
established:

17 March 1958
membership:

107 member nations, and 1 associate member
- purpose:

to prornote intergovernmental cooperation and information exchanges un technical matters affecting shipping, and the
highest standards of maritime safety and efficient navigation.

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUN` D (IMF or Fund)
established:

27 December 1945
membership:

132 nations .

purpose
to promote international monetary cooperation and the expansion of international trade, to promote exchange stability,
the maintenance of orderly exchange arrangements among members and the avoidance of competitive exchange
depreciations, and to assist in the establishment of a multilateral system of payments furcurrency.transactiuns and the
elimination of foreign exchange restrictioill:

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION (ITU)
established:

1865 as the International Telegraph Union; 1934 as ITU
membership: A

154 nations
purpose:

the maintenance and promotion of international cooperation the improvement and rational use of telecommunica-
tions; the development and operation of technical facilities, to harmonize e actiqns of nations in attaining these
common goals.

VNIcrED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO)
established: .

4 November 1946
membership:

144 member nations, and 2 associate members
purpose:

to promote international peace and security by furthering universal respect fur justice, Jaw,- human nghts and
fundattental freedoms for all persons, thyough education, science, culture, and c munication.
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UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION (1.1PU)
established:

,1 July 1875 (as the General Postal Union) 4--

membership:
159 countries and territories

purpose:
r

to form a single postal temtory of countries fur the exchange uf letter-pust itemsitu promote the, organization eand
improvement of postal services, and international coopera4un in this area, and to participate in technical assistance
programs for member countries.

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO)
established:

7 April 1948
membership:

150 member states and, 2 associate members
o

1

purpose:
"the attainment by all peoples of a level of health that will permit them tu lead a socially and economically productive

- life." (General Assembly, 1977) .

WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO)
established:

26 April 1970
membership: \

79 nations 7" \r '
purpose:

to promote the protection uf intellectual property thruugh international cooperation, tu administer multilateral "unions"
on various aspects of intellectual property.

WORLDMEThOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION (WM01
established:

1951
membership:
, 148-states and territories
purpose:'

to facilitate international cooperation in providing meteorological services and observations.

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY (IAEA)
established:

29 July 1957
'membership:

110 nations
purpose:

"to accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to world peace, health and prosperity throughout the
worlds" and to "ensure, so far as it is able, that assistance provided by it or at its request is not used in such a way as to

further any military purpose." (Statute, IAEA)

SUBSIDIARY ORGANS AND VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS.

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT (UNCTAD). deals with trade and aid

issues.

OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS DISASTER RELIEF COORDINATOR (UNDRO). coordinates relief
activities, and promotes pre-disaster planning and prediction.

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION (UNIDO): provides jndustnal devel
opment assistance to developing nations. - 9
UNITED NATIONS INSTITUTE FOR TRAINING AND RESEARCH (UNITAR): trains diplomatic personnel
and studies problems of concern to the international community.

UNITED NATIONS UNIVERSITY (UNU): is a research institution un global problems, utilizing an interdisciplinary
approach for study. -

WORLD FOOD COUNCIL (WFC): deals with food problems, especially food production.

.OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES (UNHCR): pruvides )egal protection and permanent
solutions for refugee problems on a humanitarian basis.

UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND (UNICEF): helps developing countries imptuve the conditions of children

and youth. ,
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UNITED NATIONS FUND FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES (UNFPA. deals vv ith' problems caused by and
affecting world population.

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (UNDP. supports and prumutes prujects fur dev elupment.

UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM (UNEP. prumutes the prutectiun uf the human- env irunment

UNIT& NATIONS FUND FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL IUNFDAC. w urks tu strengthen internatiunal cuntrul
of illicit drugs

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES IN THE NEAR EAST
(UNRWA: assists Palestinian refugees displaced by Arab-Israeli hostilities.

WORLD FOOD PROGRAM (WFP:, supports food projects and relieves emergency fuod needs.
Students learning abuut the United Natiuns need tuhave a good backgruund knuw ledge uf the structure and functiun uf

these segments uf the United Natiuns system befure they will understand huw these agencies deal with glubal prublems
and the process uf .dev elupment. The UN Charter is the primary suurce infurmatiun abuut the United Natiuns, and
shuuld be consulted thruughuut this sectiun uf the unit. Once the students have studied the structure uf the UN system, --a
brief quiz may be the best way tu evaluate huw much knowledge they have acquired. Re cluing the questionnaire in the
first sektion*I1 show how far they have advanced over the course of the unit rakher dramatically.

ACTIVITY ONE: "Acronyms for UN Agencies"

A fun way to see w hat the students knuw abuutthe acrunyms fur which the UN is famuus is tu cund uct a "Spelling Bee."
Div ide the class intu twu teams, giv e the first persun an acrunym and hay e him identify it. If he cannut, the clue gues tu the
uther team. If,a team identifies a clue pruperly, , it is given anuther, and su un, thruughuut the list uf UN specialized
agencies, liberation organizations, committees, and other bodies

SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES 3EFORE THE UN 1
Once the furmal Wucture has been learned and the students are familiar with the histury and purpuse uf the

urganizatiurl, they can learn abuut the structure thruugh the substantive issues that the United Natiuns deals with. This
approach will also give students an idea uf the vast scupe uf glubal prublems cunfrunting the internatiunal cummunity in
the twentieth century. It is impurtant that the nature uf the prublem be examined thoruughly befure the UN agencies that
deal with it are discussed. Some possible issue areas: .

Population:
Population Commission of ECOSOC; Fund for Population Activities

Food and Hunger:
Wurld Fuud Cuuncil, Wurld Fuud Prugramme, Food and Agriculture Organizatiun, Internatiunal Fund fur Agricultural
Development; United Nations Children's Fund

e:t

Human Rights:
Human Rights,Cummittee, Cbmmissiun un Human Rights, Special Cummittee Against Apartheid, Social, Humanitar
ian and Cultural Committee; UNICEF; High Commissioner For Refugees

Outer Space:
Cummittee u the Peaceful Uses uf Outer Space, UN Env irunment Prugramme, Wurld Meteurulugical Organizatiun

Disarmament -
First Cummittee uf the General Assembly, Disarmament Cummissiun, Cummittee un Disarmament, Internatiunal
Atomic Energy Agency

ACTIVITY TWOlIssues before the UN"
DIN ide the class intu gruups cumpnsing uf from 5 7 members. Given a list of substantive issues currently before the UN,

have students rank urder Ihe issues according tu their relative impurtance. Each gruup should develop cntena and a
rationale for its decisions. Then bring the class back together and try to arrive at a class consensus.

Dev elupment has become the uvemding concern of the United Nations in the past tw en years. Structurally, the UN .
has responded by creating a variety uf mechanisms'tu deal with every aspect uf the de v elu ment process, frum technical
assistance tu pulitical fura. Befure they begin a study uf UN develupment machinery it is especially impurtant
that students understand what de v elupment is, why every natiun in the world is concerned abuut it, and must impurtantly,

how development impacts on the United States. Some agencies that should be examined:
UN Conference on Trade and Development
UN Development Program
Committee of the Whole on Global Economic Issues 4

UN Industrial Development Organization
Food and Agriculture Organization
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The World Bank Group
International Fund for Agricultural Development
International Labor Organization
UN Children's Fund
World Food Program
In looking first at glubal issues that cuncern the United Natiups, and then at the questiun uf develupment, It shuuld be

ubvious that develupment is inextricably related to these glubal prublems. It is the cuntentiun uf Third World nations that
develupment must be facilitated befure the other problems can be sulv ed. It is crucial fur American students tu understand
this perspective, which is burn uf drastically different standards uf li' ing and liv mg cundinuns frum thuse tu w Inch they are
accustomed.

At this point, it may be useful tu play STARPOWER again, stressing the different wealth ley els uf the three gruups, and
huw it feels to be a triangle rather than a square. The Glubal Energy Game will alsu shuw students huw develupment,
global problems, and interdependence are interconnected.

The students shuuld by now have a fairly clear idea uf buth the substantive and structural aspects uf the United Nations.
and its "Family." As a final segment of the unit, they shuuld learn about the political processes that dictate w hat and huw
the UN can accomplish solutions to the issues that cunfrunt it. Simulations of the UN are some of the most fruitful exercises
in this respect. They can be done in the classroom, or the class can also act as preparation fur participation in a Model
United Nations cunference. Usually , the General Assembly and Security Council are the organs that are simulated, but the
guverning bodies uf the specialized agencies and subsidiary urgans can alsu be simulated, and pruv ide deeper insights intu
the specifics of global issues and the development process. The Model UN and Yutith Department uf UNA USA canhelp
,zou with the design of simulation to fit your classroom needs.

SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS
1. As unginally envisioned, the UN's primary mission was the maintenance of peace and the promution uf

progress.
2. As a result uf the increasing membership of less dev eluped cuuntnes, the UN has shifted much uf its emphasis tu the

problems of development. 7
3. The UN has adapted to its shifting agenda by creating new agencies to deal w ith the prublems uf develupment.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Tu what extent has the UN been successful in fulfilling its ubjectiv es as stated in the Charter? Enumerate sume of its

successes and failures.
2. What is develupment? Why is it of paramount importance to the UN's membership? It) what extent dues this issue

affect the United States and other developed nations?

1
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Section 3
Looking Backward to Understand the Present
Demise of the Imperial Dream Confirmation of the State-System
Emergence of International Organizations Tht League of Nations-'7L

, The United Nations .

INTRODUCTION
In learning about the Unnid Nations thus far, the student ha confronted his ur her perceptions about both the world and

the institution By developift. a more global perspective before study ing the structure of the organization, the student has
been able to overcome the ragged perceptions born of the evening nelys. Nevertheless, any survey of the institution is
bound to have a static bias to it One looks at what is now. Yet, neither the interdependent and developing world, nor the
United Nations itself, stops its evolution. To retum.to Hanvey's parable, the very novelty of the understanding of human
connections and the consequent need for a universal irkitution that permits human beings to cope with the complexity of
what they have created, ensures a rapid pace to change. To learn more than a factual notion of the United Nations, the
historical and active context of the organization must be examined. The student, the world, and the UN will all continue to

'develop during the student's lifetime. The goal of any curriculum should be to4evelop an understanding to accompany
that process.

In order to move beyond the simple view that the UN is a good thing, a bad thing, or that it does not matter, the student
should look to the history of the.modern world to see its status as a necessary institution. The United Nations must be seen
in its histoncal context A simple history lesson, using matenals that are contained in a school already a few maps, and
some World History or European History textbooks should suffice. It might be that another teacher, whose specialty is
world history, could be used as an outside resource person.

INTERDEPENDENCE
Interdependence has become a catchword, its precise meaning Lecoming grey 'w ith overuse. The interconnectetiness of

the world, however, is hardly new The "spaceship" Earth is an ecosystem. Knowledge and disease have traveled paths
that existed well before any organizations were formed to regulate suchexchange. Histonans have charted the course of
the sweet potato's production and use from Indonesia to South America to Europe and finally to some evening meal in
Omaha Those very same islands sent silk to Imperial Rome, Yet that meager exchange and diffusion differ in quality and
kind from the high speed transfer of scientific knowledge and technology of today, and even more from the global
productive capacity of such giant corporations as the Swiss-owned Nestles. The awareness of the increasing pace and
complexity of exchange, and of the dependency of all life forms on their environment, will not by itself ensure
understanding of the idea of the United Nations. What is needed is to grasp the relative novelty of the world's political
structure that demands that if there were not a United Nations, we would have to create one.

HISTORY
DEMISE OF THE IMPERIAL DREAM CONFIRMATION OF THE STATE SYSTEM

Lie Anderson sketches the argument for understanding the modern and contentiporary history that is the proper context
for appreciating the role of the United Nations: .

. . . the emergence' of a single worldwide international system is the result of three major histoncal
processes European colonization of the world coupled with decolonization resulted in the. 'worldwide
diffusion of the modern European state system. Within the international system, power has become
increasingly decentralized. European hegemony was undermined by the rise of the United States and the
Soviet Union. In turn, the polarized international system was undermined by the emergence of Japan and
China as powers andby the growing autonomy of Europe. This consortium of industrialized natiqus
is in turn being challenged by the expanding power of sortie of the Third World states. In short, we haW
seen the emergence of a worldwide international system and are now witnessing a growing polycentrism
in the distribution of power within the system.

The period from the Renaissance to the end of the Thirty Years War (16481 established a transition in the political
structure the world. Prior 'to that time, most political centers aspired to the form of empire a huge, sprawling,
self-contained political structure often bounded by natural limits. Rome, China, the Inca Empire, Persia, and Alexander's
dream were the model political organizations. Smaller unitsexisted, of course, but they usually had but local importance.
In such imperial states, little concern was given to relations with other imperial structures. Border problems existed,
certainly, but the Great Wall of China best symbolizes the attitude and need of the giant empires to those outside their
sphere., '. '1
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I'vvo majur ev cuts occurred in Europe, while still considered; a back voter by many, to cause a shift in world pulitical
dev elupment * One w as the de v elopment uf culunies by EAopean states, particularly nun cuntiguuus colonies, sincelittle
progress had been made by directly assaulting the vast territuries cuntrolled by Islam The driv e tu empire existed then in
Europe, but circutnstances made this dev elupment quite different from the gradual expansiun that occurred in Runic ur
China's history . "'he examination of any historical atlas, ur even a textbook.vv ith a good map section, would make this
obv ious to 4udelits The other ev ent causing Europe to chart a new course in political structures vv as the Thirty Years War
1618 1648) The war itself, a lung, complex, devastating struggle within the Holy Roman Empire, was ostensibly fought

as a religiuus war between Protestants and Catholics. The religious issues ended in a draw, indt3ed lust must of their
importance after the first few years of, the war. Of greater significance was the confirmation uf the state system, rather
than the imperial dream of the Hapsbureamily, , know n as "republica christiana Such a reality would hav e brought many
of their cOlonies under a unified authurity, , and'een mure typical of the traditiunal empires Indeed, the ineinurycuf Runies
glory furmed a part of the motiv atiun uf such a dream. While sev eral mute attempts were made to bring imperia unity tu
Europe, the sulidity of the system that divided tht territory into discreet, suvereign units cuuld nut be undone That
pattern demanded inter state urganizatiuns tu deal w ith a myriad uf problems that would ha v e been matters fur an impenal
bureaucracy _had the Hapsburgs had their ambitions realized. The first truly internatiunal conference occurreclan Munster
and Osnabruck to conclude the Peace of Westphalia that ended this War. That treaty, fureshaduvved the many interna
bona' conferences that were tu fullow fur the settlement of everything from wars tu fishing pructdures

ACTIVITY ONE: "How the StateSystem differs from the Imperial Bureaucracy"

To hav e the students appreciate the difference between the state system and an empire ev en mure deeply than the map
exercise mentioned above, teachers can set up several activities:

t. Divide the class into two gruups One gruup will rule play an imperial bureaucracy, while the uther rule -plays the
state system Responsibilities in the two gruups are as fulluw s thenmpenal Bureperacy group shuuld designate one
person to act as the emperur, w hile the remainder act as ministers uf variuus goy ernment departments The students in the
state system each represent an individual natiun-state. Div ise a set uf activity cards that list artuusresuurces tmineralr
agricultural, financial, etc.), vs, here they are located tin pruv inces, acruss natiunal boundaries, in hard tu-reach areas), and
describe sev eral tasks that utilize these resources Both gruups must then decide buys, tu allocate these resources to must
efficiently cumplete the tasks Alluw an huur fur this activ ity, , w ith an additional half-huur fur debriefing the two gruups.
Cumpare the decisiuns uf.buth , the cumpetitiun between suv ereign states shuuld produce very different results from thuse
of the imperial Bureaucracy.

2. Set up a rule play situ4tiun based upon the descriptiuns fuund in any World Histury textbuuk uf Charles V (H RE) and
Culbert. The difference in the times uf their lives is nut critical, and a similar Spanish munarcli uf the late 17th century will
probably nut be easily accessible. Assign two students tu research each ruler and based un the infurmatiun they find,
describe buy, they would handle the administratiun uf their culumes and their Eurupean lands. The difference in guals,
particularly given Colbert's view of bulliun based on mercantilist theory, should become quite clear

The competitiveness, ecunurnically and pulitically, , uf the state system is well-uutlihed in Immanuel Wallerstein's
Origan of the Mod6rn World System,. Withuut a cunceptiun uf the particular demands uf the state-system, and its
subsequent aduptiun as the standard pulitical form by the international cummunity as a w hule, the nature uf the
present day pulitical structure and rule uf internatiunal organizations eludes the students' understanding uf the practical
need fur it. The entire cunceptiun uf international urganizatiuns depends upon the furmatiun uf the state-system.

Three puints shuuld probably be made in the consideratiun uf the develupment uf the state-system. The depth of
coverage can vary, depending on the needs of the particular classroom situation.

t. Thd emergence of the nation state as uppused tu the dynastic state. This subject is uften cuvered in ivurld history
courses in the material un the French Revulutiun, huwever, and may nut need tu be reiterated in depth. The subject o
establishing a nation within a state might be noted fur its applicatiun to the problem uf pufitutal Zlev elupme.nt within the
Third World.

2. The dispersion, of the idea uf the natiun state thruughuut the world by, the creatiun and dissulutiun uf the great
European empires The furm uf the nation date around the planet required that the multinational urganizatiuns apply to
more than simply the concerns of Europe.

3. The naturq.of the, gap between the rich and puur countries uf the world had- urigin in the political structures
established by the European states in the seventeenth century.'

The aduptiun uf the natiun state furm throughuut the world us dealt with specifically in Geuffrey Barracluugh's
Introduction to Contemporary History. The furm of the state, adopted by the furmer culunies, determines the structure of
both the interdependence of the international community and the internatiunal urganizatiuns that have cume into
existence. Thy problems uf the former Lulu* rues in assimilating different ethnic gruups intu a single identity uf natiunhoud
becomes paramount in their deelupm.ent. 'The idea that is the root uf statehood, of course, is the nutiun uf self-

* Obviously, this historical schema us simplified to emphasize the pattern, rather than the detailed de elupment.
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determination for all peoples Thisl idea received It mosteloquent statement at the Peace of Versailles, it was a crucial
eleni* in bringing about the mov e fair independence in the colonies. Self determination is now seen as a right, and as such
is at the heart of the United Nations Charter. ,4

Another less obvious offspring of the Eurupean state sy stem is outlined in both Anderson's and Wallerstem's wofk. The
division of w urld labor began with the colonial structures that greW with the state riv alries Arf the eighteenth century.

The world economy at this time had various kinds of workers there were slaves whu worked on sugar
plantations and in easy kinds of mining operations which involved skimming off the burf,ace There were
"serfs," who worked on large domains where grain was cultivatpd and wood harvested. There were
"tenant" farmers on various kinds of cash-crop operations (induding'grain),..aqd wage laborers in fume
agricultural prodpction. There was a new class of "yeoman" farmers. In addition, there was a small layer of
intermediate personnel c supervisors of laborers, independent arnsiips, a few'skilled workmen and a
thin layer of ruling classes, occupied in overseeing large land operations, and to sume extentpursuing their
own leisure This last group included both the existing nubility and the patrician bourgeoisie (as well, of
course, the Christian clergy and the state bureaucracy)

A moment's thought will reveal that these occupational categories were not randomly distnbuted either
geographically or ethnically within the burgeoning world economy. After sume false starts, the picture
rapidly evolved of a slave class of African origins located in the Western Hemisphere, a "serf" class divided
into two segments. a maid one in eastern Europe and a smaller Erne uf Amencan Indians in the Western
Hemisphere The peasants in western and southern Europe were almost all west Europeans. The Yeoman
fanners were drawn largely even more narrowly, pnncipally tlum northwest Europe. The intermediate
classes were pan-European, but I believe one can demonstrate disproportiowately from vies Eurupe
( Wallerstein, in Anderson, :p. 136.7)

Understanding that the division between rich and puur nations is built into the state-system from s urigins will aid
considerably in the comprehension uf the time and energy that the United Nations spends un the issues of development.

EMERGENCE OF MULTINATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
While it isrobvious that the understanding of development and interdependence is a context fur the United Nations, itis

the growth of the need for multinational organizations that ultimately gave birth tu, first, the League uf Nations, then tu the
United Nations, and indeed to all international organizations. Must international organizations sprang up dunngie
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The primary impetus for their creation came from the world wars that engulfed the
international communities during these two centuries. The following charts detail the increase of such organizations.
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ACTIVITY TWO: "International Conflict"

In order fur students to understand the relatiiinship bet w eeli the state syMem and the develupment uf iustitutiuns that
attempt to deal with internatiunal conflict, they might examine the recurring glubal wars and the histury uf,recurring
multinattunal wars fought in Eurupe. Twu points should become evident tu the students Wars within the European
state sy stem routinely became global wars, and the peace process increased in complexity as the state sy stem matured,
particularly as nterdependence grew as a result uf the industrial and scientific rev ulutions uf the nineteenth century,

I. Have the students define a Wurld War. The term itself has little precisiun, but if defined as a war fuught all uv er the
plang, then the relationship between the global conflicts uf the late bey enteenth, eighteenth and ninteenth centuries, and
the state system becumes dearer. An examination of the participants uf the Wurld Wars of the Twentieth Century will
dispel the notions that wars entitled "WorldWars" must involve all the nations of the world.

2. Hay e the e,t udents make a chart uf the states and culonies that vv ere active combatants, and w here fighting uccurred
in the following wars:

A) The War of the League of Augsberg (1689.97)
B) The War of the Spanish S-uccession (1701.13)
Cl The War of the Austrian Succession (1740.48)
D) The Seven Years' War (1756-63)
E) The American Revolution (1775-83)
F) The Napoleonic War (1865:15)
G) World War la( 1914-18)
Hl World War II (1939-45)

Students can use a simple uuthne map and William Langer's An EncycloPedta of World lizstory 4, a this exercise

3. Using the same suurce, ur perhaps a wurld history text, the students shuuld then makea chart uf the peace trees,
nuting that while the causes might have been primarily Eurupean, the fighting and peace treaties inv ul ed areas aruund
the planet. If the suurces permit, it would be useful fur the students tu make a generalizatiun abuut the length, nature, and
complexity of the peace conventions.

4. Many uf the wail absurbed local tensiuns su that they uften had local names. Tu demurIstrate, the students shuuld
look in an American histury text tu discuv er what the names 4f these wars were in the culunies and in the United States
The same cuuld be dung fu'r the Indian subcontinent, if a general histury uf India is available in the schuul library. The
students can then see that the glubal visiun uf the world implied by these wars was usually only seen at the peace
cunferences as guvernments w ere furced tu deal with issues involving places frum Indunesia tu the Missuun RiversBasin.

5. Using the fulluw ing charts, repruduced in Anderson, students might alsu generalize abuut the ability uf states tu cope
ith the destructiveness uf war. Anuther useful suurce wuuld be Juhn Keegan's The Face of Battle, a buuk that luuks at

specific battles from the view of the common soldier. It isquite readable.

I
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CHART A
DEATHS (INCLUDING CIVILIANS) FROM ALL WARS
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CHART B
DESTRUCTIVE RADIUS OF WEAPONS, 1860.1960
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Seveial points should become clear to students who Lomplete the above exeruses. First, world wars come about
because of the interconnections that states have through their Lolumes or interests, Secondly, Vats also become more/
devastating and complex after the firm establishment of the European state sy stein in 1648 Finally, the states in the
state-system move gradually toward the view that some supranational means had to be developed to stein the 1. ast
conflicts that appeared endemic of the system. The Congress of Vienna can be seen in this light The next question fu'
students to consider is the assessment of why the first truly international organizatton Lame into being only after World
War I.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS .

The traditional view of the League of Nations and the United Nations limits the assessment students are alide to make
both about the value of these institutions and their evolution Thk above material and exeruses should give students an
historical perspective un the obvious need for suchaisstitutions w ithin the state sy stern Yet two other points need study
First, other forces were at work tu proinyte the idea of an international organization The second is that the effect of the
industrial and suentific revolutions un both intergovernmental connections and war itself played a significant rule in the
move toward a League.or UN.

ORIGIN
There ii.k often the tendency in American History texts to look upon the League of Nations as emerging full blown from

the head of Woodrow Wilson. Surely the dream of a peaceful world played a role in the thinking of the peacemakers at
Versailles in 1919' However, their motiv es were mixed, as the mutiv es uf representatives frum particular states are bound
to be Nonetheless, they drew upon thinking that has a lung history in Eurupean and American Intellectual life, fur others,
as far back as Voltaire, had had the vision of a supranational organization to work fur peace. Thelogic of the need fur such
an institution could hardly have escaped the notice of intellectuals looking at more and more devastation in war, and

greater and greater industrialization and interdependence in peace The idea uf a League thus has a history of its ow n, but
too often historians ignore the aspirations of those seeking to give reality and substance to a peaceful world

No doubt it w ill be argued by those who like tu read and teach the history they hav e alw ay s read and taughts
that they have no time for the ideals of visionaries. But ideals are as val historical materials as the
"crimes, follies, and misfortunestemankind," and they are a thousand time more worth khowing.

E.H. Dance, History for a United World

The Peace Conference at Versailles in 1919 recognized that the state-system could no longer use traditional methods to
solve international conflicts, especially those Inv olvng many states Thus, they, drew upon the v 'stuns of many men who
had examined the political history of Europe and found it wanting. .
'Another motive in the creation of the League stemmed frum the horrendous devastation of the Great War of 1914 18,

which reflected the industrial capacity the w-prld haagained ov ertle preceding century a capacity to pro uce goods in 4
variety and ntmbers unimagined before, and a capacity tu kill soldiers and civilians with an efficiency only hinted at by
Grant and Sherman. The peace was difficult and so' a League might burt our that complexity &A eetime As it turned out, the
burdens on the fledgling institution proved to much, as the nurishment it had was far too little.

t, Students will have grasped by this time that the inability of the state system tu control international conflict grew with

stk
the increased industrial capability of the nations in that system Thedegree of attention that teachers might want to spend
on the influence of the industrial rvolution and the application of science to technology will vary with the specific
constraints of the classroom situation. Clearly, the nineteenth century changed the nature of interdependence. Tu
appreciate the magnitude of the change, the teacher can refer to the initial chapter un J-cure es in Lee Anderson, Schooling
and:Cittzenshitzn a Global Age. The pres n and the graphic information are excellent and work w ell w ith students6rattN
Two other sources should be referred to. One is arracluugh's Mb:0(am to Contemporary flis4ny, which provides a
crucial distinction between the first and second Indus ial revolutions and the political implicbttuns of the twu Barraclough's
thesis has,particular rele van& to those wishing tounderstand the ambivalent attitudes uf Eurupean states to the League of
Nations The other source that would be useful in( Thumas,Kuhn's article in Daedalus (spring 1971) un "Relations
Bet w een History and the Histury'uf Science." This a Lle, mure preci ly than must, explai s the rule of the application of
science to technology in the late nineteenth century. T topic shop be reinforced with in urmation abuut the growth of
transnational organizations that occurred at the same ti e, tu giv students a sense of the increasing popularity uf this
needed structure to deal with the problems of interdepen

The League of Nations, then, has historical roots in the im,reasing acceptance of transnational organizations tu deal w ith
international but nut al way s,guv ernmental problems. The idea of an internatiunal peace keeping organization, as well,
had been articulated over time. Yet it is important to understand that political leaders usually act in response to specific
problems at specific times. Su it was with the League, and's° it is with the United Nations. The number uf problems to be
resolved in 1919 simply overwhelmed the ability of the state- system to respond, so the League offered away of coping
with the peace process.

7. SUCCESSES AND FAILURES - - .

tr
Giving an historical context to the Leigue's creation tv ercomes a good deal uf the difficalty in the usual textbook

presentation of both the League of Nations and the United Nations Too often, texts and teachers deal with the League

\ simply on the basis of the issue of avoidance of war, improperly labeled peace. The concentration is upon the prev entiun of .
major wars or a nuclear inferno. In this light, the League, is a failure and the United Nations just b'arely passes the test,
since the balance of terror is given must of the credit fur world peace defined in these terms. Overcoming the meanness of
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Spirit that has shaped teaching and w ritimybout both institutions requires inure than simply the historical antecedents of
the organizations, however

The point in,any presentation is to teach about the League's accomplishments which are nut easily discAred in
traditional materials Most materials give scant attention to the Leiigue's work in forestalling the wars between Bulgaria
and Greece in 1925, between Pert and Colombia (193 33), and ignure the re,-4fugre ss made in the mandate system uf
nun soli gov erning territories, and by the international Labor Organization' (ILO). The inspiratimn that the League gave to
many who %hurled to fuund the United Nations ur tu increase the effectiveness uf volunteer urganizatiuns receives much
less concern than dues the* dreary cy nicism of the 1920s and 1930s. If the League can be under6toud as a majur step in the
higtory of mankind's attempt to deal with its own cruelty, and fuolishnessAthen the historical presentation will be much
different. Tu a large degree this means that peace must be seen as creative situation, nut as an absence uf something. Tree
League and the UN have been must successful in dealing with those issues that could have worn duwn nations tu the punt
where they seek security in larger alliances to pursue their own interests, precisely the surt of prublem that leads tu war in
the lung run 1-, grasp all this in conjunction with tile I mited degree of acceptance of buth urganizatiuns by the majur states
in the state sy stern enhances the understanding and ppreciation of the twentieth century's cuntributiuns tow urld peace.

The combinatiun uf the practical demands uf th planet's state system in cuping with the mudern industrialized
economy and the need tu deal with the problems uf traditiunal international conflict, and the gross inequality uf the vv, orld's
living standards require a League ur a UN The usual perceptiun of the student and the media is unly un the bellicuse
cunfruntatiun uf states and the UN's Access ur failure at war prevention. Yet buth urganizatiuns developed from much
more inclusiv e needs demanded by the state sy stem. Thuse needs cbntinue to appear, as the Cunference un the Law uf the
Sea and the United Nations' work on Outer Space demonstrate.

The League uf Natiuns came into being in 1919 s a result-of the end of World War I. The hupes uf the majur Eurupean
powers were that it wuuld keep the peace in their favur at l st, thuse natiun w ho were members hopedisu. In the end, it
could nut The global depression exacerbated the t llnsiuns of t w urld too greatly Was the League a failure then? Hav ing
the students consider that questiun after some basic research mi ht enable them to demunstrate their depth df understand-
ing of the nature of international orgirations..

ACTIVITY THREE: "Assessing the League of Nations"

Div ide the class intu twu groups, asking.each tu plut out how judgments shu4d be made in assessing the value uf
performance of the League uf Natiuns After each gruup has set up its criteria, ha/ e each group gu tu a different furm uf
research. "\-

Ha% e the first group view the two films pruduced by the Uaited Nations on the League and cume to their conclusions.
B Have the second group look at a vanety df texts on the history of-the 1920s and 1930s.
C Ha% e each group present its v iew s tu the whule class, and ask w by the differences uccur. The gruups cuuld then rev erse

the process, and present a criiique of infurmatiun available un the Leaguealutiewith an evaluation uf perceptiuns uf the
organization.

Fur mure extensive work un the League a variety but distinctly limited number uf reference wurks exist. The films
mentiuned above will be theomost impurtant suurce. A genefal histury uf Eurupe such as C.E. Black and E.C. Helmnch,
Twentieth Century Europe, A History, (Knopf, 4th ed. 1972) can be, helpful. Other suurces would be James A. Juy ce,Broken
Star, the Story of the League of Nattons 1919 1939 (H umanities, 1978) and Ruth Henif,ed. The League ofIsiattons (Barnes
and Noble, 1973). Two older books that might be available through an inter library luan.sy stem are. D.P. Myers,
Handbook of the League of Nations (1935) and E.P. Walters, A History ofi the League of Nations (1952).

Using this background information, a % ariety of simulations ur rule plays could be set up by the teacher to deal with the
problems that the League faced. There is cunsiderable material in these suurces.abuut the crisis in Ethiupia hat cuuld be
usedfur a rule play debate. Huwey t r, une of the directiuns teachers%shuuld take in dealing with the League itself is tu have
students begin to bring their uwn knowledge tu bear un just vv hat is a prublem that can be dealt with by the League (ur UN)
and what is nat. Obviously, the global depression was nut, while the vestiges uf slavery were, fur example. The matter uf
the United States juining the League may be explained in a rule play debate to examine just what the relatiunship uf a
major power to au- international organization should be, and is.

UNITED NATIONS
To introduce the specific history o( the United Natiuns, the teacher,must decide just which, uut uf many pussible

Objectives, have prionty. Two resources are essential for this section. The first.is the United Nations' publication,
Everyone's United Nations (New York, 19n) and thy other is the UN at ThirtyFive (UNA-USA,-1980 ). Many uthers exist,
but these twu are basic resources that will permft adequate cuv erage un all issues. Twu subjects are vital, given the
prey iuus matenals. The first is the beginnings uf the United Natiuns in the midst of Vv'urld War II and at the San Ffanciscu
Cunferend International Organization in 1945. The uther is th evulutiun uf the urganizatiun frum an entity tied verye on Inte
clusely tu the immediate concerns of the victurs in the war, tu une inch is at present primanly cuncerned with issues uf
importance to the Third World. . 4'

ORIGIN
The first use uf the term "United Natiuns" came un January 1, 1942, when the Allies spelled uut their juint war aims'and-..

affirmed the Atlantic Charter The goal uf establishing an international urganizatiun to deal with the peace and issues uf
international concern became certain at the Tehran Conference when the Soviet Mon agreed to juin in the furmatiuh uf

0,
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such a structure Soviet expulsion'from the League of Nations on the issue of Finland ensured that the Letrgue w (Add not
he reconstituted The conference at Dumbarton Oaks and then at Yalta produced the outlines of a document that was
revised .into the UN Charter at the San Francisco Conference Another Wot Id War had given the statesystem the
opportunity to establish an organization that could cope w ith both the peace and the'complexities of the international
system . S

Understanding the role of the great powers in both the formation of the United Nations and in its structure Should be
brought nut in the discussion of the .origins of the organization Certainly the background in the evolution of the
state system should give students a conception of the rule of large and snialrstates in the UN' Still, they shouldunderstand
that the design was not one in which the government s of the Vi °rid gave up their sovereignty,-but one in which sovereign

A' states could work out problems that arose, The hopelor the United Nations in the first months was that the Allies could
work in harmony to create the peace that followed However, the structure is such that the organization cannot achieve
global authority without corisensus among the great powers. One of the grave difficulties that both studeitrid writers pit
the United Nations have is that it is expected Kbe a world governMent w hen it is, in reality, a universal intergovernmental
organization A review of the Charter and its origins should demonstrate that the United Nations accomplishes its work
through negotiation and perstiasion'rather than the application of power. The need fur Such a structure is paramount in a
world that haadopted the statesystem.

ACTIVITY FOUR: "Issue Resolution A Simulation"

Simulate a conference between leaders uf the great pow ers at the end of the war dealing with any one of the issues that
confronted the Allies.,The nature of the Security Council, the Polish Government, control of nuclear weapons, or the
independence of Indo China might be issues to debate, Students should gain a sense of both the problem, and of the
accomplishnients o[the San Francisco Cunference Each role play card that the teacher makes out should emphasize the
elements of distrust that one nation hard fur another American and British fear of international communism, based on the
Soviet treaty with Nazi Germany in 1939, Soviet fear of a rbsurgent Germany based on the idea that the British'and
Americans wanted to destroy the Savfiet Union, France's fear that it would not be recognized as a great pow er, and China's
fear that Russ would support the Chinese Communist Party combined with a traditional fear of Russian imperialism.
Such a role play should demonstrate.that the Charter was a spectactlar achievement

To understand the ev011tjon of the UN over the years since 1945, the concern of the teacher should he with several
points The first point is that the nature of the issues dealt w ith by the United Nations has changed Initially, the UN
concerned itself with the issues stemming directly from the need to order the peace and problems of Woild War II.
Gradually, however, the concerns of the UN Nam tcyhave a two-pronged focus. oth fucti was on specific peacekeeping
Operations, or the multitude of issues raised, fur instance, in the rec.enftConference on the Law uf the Sea. The other focus
was the question of the relationship between the dc!1,eloping and developed nations, including how the developing
countries can prosper in a waS w hich meets the basic deeds uf their people This last concern is the must crucial, and must
difficult, in understanding the United Nations as a dynamic force in today:s international sysfem

ACTIVITY FIVE: "Hoiv the UN has Evolved"

In the appendices, the teacher will find several direct pieces uf information that will aid students in understanding the
evolution of the United Nations The first is a list uf the membership in the order in which they Joined the organization. The
second is a list of topics considered at sessions of'the General Assembly over a period uf years, and the last is a list of
conferences held on special topics.

1. Using the membership list along with information in the UN at Thirty- Five, students should be able to develop
several generalizations about the nature of the membprship, the spread uf the state-system, and the change in emphasis in
the'conce.rns of the General Assembly. Most uf what they' pustulate will apply as w ell to the specialized agencies. It should
be clear that the ojiginal membership related to World Wai- II, and that two forces increased the membet4hip. The first was
the agreement to compromise in the Coki War dispute between the USSR and the US in 1955. The other was the pace of
decnipizatisn something not envisioned by at least tw u of the permanent members uf the Security Council. France and
theUnitld Rtngdonis

2. Surveyttg the topics considered at the regular,sessiuns uf the General Assembly as well as the conferences un
special issues, tudents should gain an understanding uf the shiftin emphasis following the increase in membership. Great
power issues are Of less and less concern, while develupmept Issues ar uf greater and greater importance. Students
should be asked to aisess how this change might affect the views of a 4riety uf people on the United Nations a small
businessman in the United States, a slum dwell* in Riv di janenu teacher in Kenya, and a farmer in Indonesia.

40i

3. 'Using the information in Everyone's Untied Nations, the students should draw up their own list of specialized
agericie. s and 'describe how the United Nations sgives the needs of the state-system, and how its agencies' work have
reflected the changing concerns of the Members, f

4. Show two United Nations films after completing the.above exercises. a) "This is the United Nations" and 1)) "1945.
Year of Decision." If possible, the film "To Be Thirty" could add to this exercise. These film's will give the studehts a
visual sense of the change they have been exploring. .

Few classes will have the time to cover the history uflhe entire United Nations system in any depth. Therefore, it may
be most useful to concentrate on a specific area of concern. Two approaches might be used.
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ACTIVITY SIX: "In-Depth Analysis: Agencies and Issues"

A Assigtkopecialized agenLy or special interest of the United Nations to each member of the class. Each student would
make a report.to the class answering the following questions.

1. What does the agency &V
,12; How does the agency aid the United States? .
3. Does it specifically aid .the local community?

. 4. What problems would arise if the agency did not exist?

The i nformation,Tor such a report cuuld come from Eilolont's United Nati4ns, the Rcji re,u e Gulch to the Unit( d
Nations, UNA Fact Sheets, and the it furrnAtion that the students have gathered thus far. Obviously, more detailed
research could be done as well, but Os should be sufficient fur,these exercises. The class as a whole might want to
concentrate on a single agency and dev elup d more cumpilikensive report, assigning speLif is functions of the agenLy to
each student. Must specialized agencies have a number a-films that describe their activities, in addition to the

- resources mentioned`above

B More 'detailed research on specific topics would also aLLomplish the goal of dnderstanding the value of the United
Nations today. Certain topics of interest to the United Nations in the past thirty-five years are of grea-ter use thart
others,'sdthe teacher will want to be selective:-

1. Peacekeeping Have students list the peacekeeping operations of the United, Nations and illustrate this
information on a map. They shiliftl then examine in greater, depth some specific instances where the United
Nations was inv ulv ed in the peacekeeping process, even if the action was vetoed by one of the Permanent members
of the Security Coursed. Korea, Egypt, Zimbabwe, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Vii* Nam, and Zaire (formerly the
Belgian Gongol, are possible examples. In looking at the activities of the UN, the students should 'be seeking ru
define how the urbanization can act in a crisis that is overt threat to the peace. What are the possibilities for
action, and what are the limitation's?

if2. Decolonizatio The suc'c'ess of spreading the state system to the colonial areas of the world can be judged tie
greatest success that the United Nations has had. The process was accomplished in a short period of time, primarily
through rirIR violent means such as negotiation nd persuasion. Certainly not all colonies became independent
without c cClict, but the efforts of the United N%tiuns minimize that conflict. In traditional history courses, the
period from 1945 1970 is often taken up with the concerns of the great powers, specifically the Cold War, yet
decolonization has shaped the United Nations and the world in a way that is likely to have a much grater effect.
Indeed, the decolonization prucess is the last step in the extension of the European state-system established in
1648

rTwo sources, in addition to the basic one listed above, are particularly useful in the consideration of decoloniza-
tion Hy Brimal's Decolonization. The British, French, Dutch, and Belgian Empires, 1919-1963 (Vv'estv iew. Press,.
19781and Barraclough's Introduction to Contemporary Histdry, mentiondd above.

Studegts hay tkendency to scuff at the achievement of political independence by small, pour nhtahis in a world
where these countries' well being is su constrained by economic difficulties and population pressures. A guud way
to break through this parochialism is to ce r the students' work on the Unit States at the time of its
independence. Many of the same forces and const ints were at work, and theFuunding athers knew that political
independence was a 'Mr Sndition for economic. reedum. Decolonization is critical s a topic, not only for its
historical value, but also because it demonstrates a very real achievement for The U ted Nations.

I. Development The major interest of the vast majority of raemlier states of the United Natiuns concerns the issue
of development. Development is not the primary concern of the permanent members of the Securly Council, but
th't Security Council determines the principal activities of the United Nations. Without an understanding of the
conflict between the induttrialized nations of the North, and the developing countries of the South, the bulk of the
UN's activities will be extremely confusing to students, both in the political, and in the technical, spheres.

The shift in emphasis from the political, great power concerns of tht early years of the United Nations, to the
present concern with the economic and social problems emerged gradually as the membership of the United
Nations increased. This change occurred primarily in the General Assembly, with the one nation-one vote
principle, where even the smallest nations wield as much power as the US and USSR, and in the focus of the
specialized agencies. The change culminated in the call for a New InternatiunakiEconmic Order (NIEO) in 1974.

A number of UN filmssan be used tu deal with theprucess and problems of development. The best introductory
film is the Economic Game, the World Bank has produced a number of useful films as well. Tilt, although somewhat
dated, is a film that is still very illustrative.

Irevelopment, once introduced, can ,be dealt with in several vvays,_One way would be to look at the older
specialized agencies and examine how their agenda have changed to take a specific issue, such as education, and
see which agencies are concerned with training and education in Third World countries, and what the specific
concerns of the educational programs are. Still another way would be to take all the UN agencies and postulate how
they can aid a particular developing country through, their work.

A wrap up, have the students view any of the film series,Agenda jor a Snail Planet. Their perspective un the issues
raise by these films should be significantly different tfrum the answers they gave in .the opening questiunngre and
discussion activity. Presumably, they will have a more global outlook. Finally, participation in a Model United Natiuns
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could provide the students with an opportunity to see the UN in action, giving them an even dearer understanding uf the
value and function of the world.organization in today's global society.

.

SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS
..,

.1. In urder to fylly grasp the UN's importance as a multinational organization, the histuncal significan.e of all such
organizations must be understood. 1 . .

2. The increasing interdependence of the nations of the world and the complexity of their relationships makes an
international organization, such as the UN, essential.

,
3. The confirmation of the stale system and the concurrent demise of the notioN 1 empires are'pnmanly responsible

forthe emergence uf international organizations to deal with problems that might otherwise l'ia.y e been dealt with by an
imperial bureaucracy.

4. The gap between rich and poor countries, an issue of sinkular importance un the UN's agenda, ironically, has its roots
in the state system which was primarily responsible for the fv?matio of international urgamzatiuns in the fuV place.

5. The growth of international organizations coincides with the increasing devastation of w urld wars that were fuught
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

6. The League of Nations, often maligned for its failures, also had many successes, and should be perceiv ed as an
essential step toward the formation of a permanent international organization.

7. Whereas t United Nations' initial emphasis was Ol the pust World War II problems, the organization is now
concerned with onomic ,and social issues which affect itsentire.membership.

-1

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Why did the state-system necessitate the formation of international organizations?
2. What vestiges of European colonization anestbsequent decolonization are in evidence today?
3. vl-rar,,did the Industrial Revolution contribute to the formation of international organizations?
4. What are the reasons for the League of Nations' demise? In what ways may the League be perceiv ed a having been

successful? ' /
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Section 4
vs

Case Studies: Activities to Understand the UN in Action

I. Two ways to use case studies to gain greateOunderstalicling of the UN:
A. Agencies (already suggested)

B. Particular countries. This gives broader understanding of how the UN system works for developing nations in an
interdependent world.

II. The form of a country study IA, .
A. All countries have to cope with Intddependence and the UN serves this function in many Ways.

1. WHO
2. Radio and TV agency (ITU)
3. Law of the Sea '
4. Narcotics Control
5. UNESCO Scientific Information

).6.' Refugees

\-- - 7. Weather

B Most countries struggle to weet Basic'Human needs. Developing nations see the UN as their pnmary resource in
creating a society which me'ts the needs of the ople.
1. Each country is different in\the,e-ombination of reSouwes it needs to develop.
2. The UN-can aid with knowledge, 'fanning, investment and technology.
3. The objective of the case study is to see that the UN does thisjn a way that works better than any other source lyou

---' Fight explain why it's true).

C In order to see how the UN works in a particular country, the student needs to sense the way in hich the UN assists in
coping with the external pressures of interdependence and internal demands for devekipme t.
1. Particular problems of this country (geography & data)
2. The history of the country (colony/ancient culture, whatever)
3. Recent history
4. Resources
5. Development Strategy
6. Ways in which UN helps

a. Eitel-nal
b. Internal

'
III. The value of the case study:
Unless the student can gain a sense of the areas the majonty of the UN members consider most important, the students'
understanding of this global institution will be shallow. 4
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Appendix 1
EnergyThe Global n Game

Directions to the Teacher O

MATERIALS:
The primary need is for space a large classroom should du with separate areas for each play er or groupuf players and

the game director. ,

Each team will peed writingxnaterials a blackboard space for ch group will allow information to be circulated most
easily.

Each team will heed strips of paper of designated value and colortalthuogh chips such as poker chips could also be used)
which represent the energy points, population units, green points, technology points and wealth points. The profile sheet
will list how many of each is to be given to each teams Thegame director w ill need a large supply of each kind of chips or
strips to meet the needs of the ployers as the game goes on.

Game directors should either post a large sign indicating the ind-ustnal production chart, the agricultural production
chart, and the price list. These charts explain the productive capacity of natural resources when combined with workers
energy and technology, and the productive capacity of land. The price list cohta1ns information un the cost of certain
objects in-the game. This information might also be distributed on separate sheets for each group of players. ,

Other materials that will be needed in the game will be dice and a tray for the game director to keep separate chips or
points. Optimal materials would be flags for the various players, a special meeting place for World Bink or UN EC
meetings, and a special blackboard or newsprint paper for a world newspaper.

PR URE/ORINTRODUCING THE GAS:
The game irector should introduce e game simply after the v arious play ers hav e been giv en their desi nattins k country
or international organization). It is iportant for players to realize that the course of the game will be determined by their
mastery of the rules and the decisions made during the ten turns of the game. There is no set-objective in the game for the
players, to reackfor Several outcomes are possible depending on the degree and kind of decisions made by the players
either separately or in concert. There is a greater likelihood all will succeed in meeting their own country's needs if
cooperative action on energy is taken (just as it would in the real world). This point will become obvious, hoyvever, as the
game goes on.

The game director should then distribute the country profiles and the international organization profiles. The players
should read through these, after which the various charts are given out or posted. At this point a number of questions will
arise about operations of the game and the game director should explain each chart. The explanation should reiteratethat
players will better undentand the rules after the)* have played sev eral turns. Learning to master the rules abd understand
the work of this siniulation is a part of the game. Therefore they should expect some confusion at first. e,

Time should then be given for each player or set of,players to study theirown situation, and to set their own goals! This
should be followed by a period in which each country and international organization describes itselfto the other players.

The players are now ready to begin the jafne. Each country , of course, will attempt to meet its own needs as best it can.
The e no rules about international trade, affiances and so on, and there is no set pattern for coercive action. The only
true interim ule concerns what happens if a country has a complete economic collapse. ents will seek out the
game director's ad on issues such as cooperation or coercion, but the action of thegame its is to be in the hands of the
playei;s.

BASIC INTRODUCTI
_The global energy' s students play the role of two types of play ers. country and international organizations. These
are countrie,with differing resources, levels ol development and population. There are also two international bodies,part
of the U ..PSystem Three countries, Hegaland, Uralia, and Scandia may be considered ,industrial nations or developed
nations having stable population, a high level of technology, and energy intensive agriculture. Five cuuntnes represent
developing nations, Opeck, Tropicana, Kyberland, Portless and Zammu. These countries m be considered developing
nations, but each has a different level of development and set of problems. Each country is scnbed in a profile sheet,
which defines its population, its assets and special game rules. Each also has a Mandated Annual Expense for "spending"
its points Efery country has population divided into units. Each unit in a developed nation has a role to play -- nun-product
section (goveihment, retirees, children) and industrial or agricultural workers. Dev eloping countries, also have population
units that have differing roles, but most are intensive agricultural workers (including children) who must be trained to
work with technology and energy intensive agriculture. Countries also hav e green points (which represent land), natural
resources points, and, in most cases, technology points and energy points. Some countries every have the potential to
expand their resources, energy production and green points. The purpose of these pointsis to simulate a basic economy in
which the factors of production are combined to maximize the industrial and agricultural wealth of each nation. As the
students will see, however, as they read their profile sheets, most countries are interdependent and become more so as
they develop.
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The situation of each country and how it compares with the others is represented un the following chart.
t

Population
Units

Green
Points

Natural
Units

a

Technology
units

Energy
Units

SCAN DIA c 10 1 5 7 12 ceps*
MEGALAND 200 100 100 150 ., 400
URALIA 250 75 150 130 465
KYBERLAND * 600 100 25 13 10
TROPICANA 4100 50 50 10 20
OPECK 10 ' 0 0 0 200
PORTLESS 5 5 50 0 3
ZAMMU '5 5 unknow'n 0 0

See Scandia country profile

There are also twujnternational bodies.in this game. Students will play the rules of these bodies as w ell. One body is the
World Bank which has 4,supery isory rule ov er the game's money supply and tnes to aid dev elopingcoantnes. The Bank
also promotes international understanding through cooperation. The other body, a fictional UN agency called UNEC,
attempts to encourage efficient use of energy, international cooperation on energy research and dev elopment patterns that
are not as wasteful as they are in most developed countnes. Both the World Bank and UNEC hav e their uw n budget which
they decide how to spend and to which most cuuntnes contnbute. Dunng each turn dues are made to both international
bodies.

World Bank
UNEC

initial budget annual dues (required)

1500 Wealth pts.
700 Wealth pts.

79 + Opeck contribution
68 + Opeck contribution

The game is designed to be used by groups of 12 or more. The ideal number would b'e between twenty and twenty eight
(not including the game director). It is played in ten turns representing four y ears per turn. The turns may take any where
from fifteen to twenty minutes. Usually the game will define their own goals during the simulation.

SEQUENCE OF PLAY

T game consists of ten rounds. Each round has two phases. .
?

ASE I: Countries may trade, plan, form alliances, and attend meetings of the World Bank and UNEC. The World
Bank may distnbute aid or loans, or hold meetings. UNEC may conduct research, distribute the benefits of previous

I research, or conduct meetings. .

. ,
PHASE II. Countries must now use their energy, natural resources, land and labor to meet the standard ofliving needs
/ and investment needs of their countries. Totals of results must be giv en to the game director for v erification of who can

be aided by the World Banktaccording to set rule*itt profiles), vichich, along with the UNEC will collect dues at the end of
each round.

THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO THE PLAYERS

GREEN POINTS: These represqnt the land that each nation has for agricultural purposes. Agricultural Workers have
the option of working the land foij agricultural production either by using energy points or by manual methods.

ENERdVOINTS: These represent units of energy from various sources. These are fossil fuels, nuclear, hydrbelec
tric, saw, geothermal or fusion energy. Each type of energy has specific conditions attached to it, as designated in the
price list.

There are also conservation energy points (ceps) available. These are more productive than regular energy points
because a nation has invested money (wealth points) in con rvation, by rebuilding cities, factories, etc.

TECHNOLOGY POINTS: These units allow workers to produ ore wealth with natural resources, though they are
not a requirement for using natural resources. These points can be ught or sold.

NATURAL RESOURCE PdTNTS: Each country has a set number of natural resource points which can be used to
create wealth. Natural resource points, like technology, can be bought and sold.

WEALTH POINTS: These result from combining natural resource points and labor. (See industrial production chart.)

Ny
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Each country is required to spend a certain amount un its own needs each turn, as stipulated in its profile, but the
remainder can be used for trade, investment ur research, ur saved. Wealth points buy fossil fuels, technology and
natural resource points.

POPULATION: Each nation has a population profile, as well, that specifies just how many workers, agricultural
workers, government officials and so on exist in each country.

Combining a nation's population profile with these different "pointss" results in vanuus levels of agncultural production
(see agricultural production chart) and industrial production (see industnal production chart). Nations mustclecide how to
use their options during the game.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
. e

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION CHART

number of workers Green points Energy points Agricultural output
1 10 10 100
1 9 90
1 8 8 80
1 7 7 70
1 6 6 60,
1 5 5 50
1 4 4 40
1 3 3 30
1 2 2 20
1 1 1 10
1 1 0 1
2 <1 0 2
3 '; 1 0 3
4 1 0 4
5 1 0 5

There is a limit to how much one worker can produce no matter how many energy and green points are used. The
Agricultural Production Chart sets up a scale of limitations for a country's use of its points to produce foodAt the upper
limit of the scale, one worker can work no more than 10 green points.(land units) no matter what quantity of energy input is
employed At the other end of the scale, no more than 5 workers can work one green point intensively, no matter how little
energy they put into it.

A country is at the survival level when it consumes 1 agricultural product for each unit of its population. The Annual
Expense chart in each country profile dictates how many points a country must 'spend' a year. A country is living the
"Good Life" when it is using 4 agricultural products for each unit of population.

Once a country is able to raise its agricultural output above the survival rate it must do so. Once a country can move to 3
agricultural outputs above the.survival rate it must do so.There is, however, no requirement to expand beyond that, but if
a country does, it must continue at that level of production or experience a revolution. If a revolution occurs, the game
director reduces a nation's technology points by 90%.

NOTE, Tropicana and Uralia have special rules about agricultural production. See their country profiles.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION CHART

.4%

number of
workers

amount of
natural

resources

number of
technology

points

number of r
energy
points

resulting
wealth
points

1 1 0 0 1
1

1

1

2
'1

1

1 (1 cpe)
2 (2 cpe)

15 ((2100))

1 3 1 3 (3 cpe) 20 (30)
1 4 1 4 25
1 5 1 ' 5 30

Figures in parentheses indicate production with Conservation, Energy Points (see below).

Production beyond the levels outlined in the above chart is not possible.
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PRICE LIST FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

TECHNOLOGY POINTS: Fur Mega land, Cralia and Scandia 75 Wealth Points, fur all others 100 Wealth Points
At the point when a nation ispruv iding each pupulatiofi unit with 3 agmultural products per tune, it Lan then produce
technology points for the price of 75 wealth points.

NUCLEAR ENERGY POINTS. Each country pays 50 Wealth Points fur nuclear energy pruductiun on the first turn,
and 10 additional thereafter If nuclear waste dispusal is sok ed by research (see page 27), the Lust remains static at the
point where the problem is solved.

CONSERVATION ENERGY POINTS: It custs 30 wealth puints tu cum ert a regular energy point to a consen, atiun
energy point. The advantage of Cunserratiun Energy Puints, as upposed.twx.egular(nergy prints, is that the resulting
wealth punts pruduced are much greater (see Industrial Pruductiun Chart abuve). OnLe dune, this apples tu the energy
used no matter what the source. Fur example, if a cuuntry converted all itsenergy tu umber% ation points but then ran out
of fossil fuel and purchased it elsewhere, their conservation rate would still apply.

FOSSIL FIJEL: This is the only.fuel that can be bought and sold between countries.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY: After Ruund Three (uut uf 10), the Wurld Bank can help countries develop
appropriate technulugy points, puints that can only be der eluped thruugh the World Bank resources. Apprupnate
Technulugy Points result in the same wealth points as Technology Points, but use unly une energy point, and the
number of workers equal tu the number uf natural resource points used. Thus, with the use uf 1 appropriate technulugy
point, 4 natural resource points, fuur workers, and unly one energy point, a natiudcan achieve 25 wealth points. Using
regular technulugy points, a nation uses unly 1 worker, but 4 energy points fur the same resulting wealth points
Apftrupriate echnulugy costs are chancy, however. The cost uf these apprupnate technology points es 10 times a die roll
for each count seeking them.

POPULATION

1. AU developed countries are required to keep 10% of their populatiun irragriculture and 20% in guy ernment.

2. Countries with more than 1 agricultural pruduct per unit must have at least 1070 uf their pupulatiffwent

3. Population added each turn, as defined by country prufiles, as a result uf pupulatiun growth may nut .wurk in
an king but subsistance agriculture for one turn. "

4. I a country experiences a famine (less than 1 agricultural uutput per person), then the Wurld Bank is tu call a food
confere, ce uf all countries, including Uralia. Any country able, but unwilling, to help the stricken country can have
economic sanctions applied to it by the others.

ADDITIONAL RULES

NOTE TO TEACHERS. Special conditions on countries can be added to suit your particular needs. Yuu may w ish, for
example, to add a military cumpunent tu the game,thereby requinng special expenditures for military equipment un the
part of Uralia and Megaland. Other pussibilities are the development uf products other than agriculture to build up a
more wmplex trade network. The population rules, too, are rudimentary and you may wish to make them more complex.

If there is a dispute about the rules, or a situation' not covered in the rules, the prublem is submitted to the game di
rector whose decision is final.

Fusiun research (see UNEC) may be conducted by any one ur group of countries undecthe same rules as the UNEC.
They can sell the results at any price they desire.

MEGALAND COUNTRY PROFILE

You are a highly developed and geographically large country that was once self sufficient in energy, but is no lunger.
Your companies controlled the energy of Opeck and therefore you have nut worried until recently about wasting energy.
Your concern now is to maintain your high level of production in all areas. You uften pruduce mure agricultUral pruducts
than you use, so that you can sell them. Your country has invested heavily in nuclear energy but is beginning tu have
doubts about it. You are a primary supporter of the Wurld Bank because it was founded by you to stabilize w urld trade. Yuu
support the UNEC, but are not convinced of its value.

1
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Population Profile; Tota'l.O ulation
Agricultural Workers ..
Non-product population
Industrial Workers ..

.

. . 210
20
50

140

Population grows at one unit per turn. You may allow population from
any country to come to Megaland. But, if migrating population sectors
are non-industrial trained workers who come for jobs in industry, you must
send 20 wealth points for their training.

Energy Profile: You have no conservation energy points.

Resource Profile:

Mandated Annual Expenses:

c

.

°PECK - COUNTRY PROFILE

.:.
Hydroelectric ... . 40 energy points
Nuclear Energy .. 100 energy points
Fossil Fuels ... . . 260 energy points

You have a fossil fuel reserve of 1,500 energy points that can be exploited
at the rate of 260 points or less per turn. You have the possibility of 50
units of geothermal energy that can be developed at the cost of 50 wealth
points per unit.

You have'100 Resource Points
You have a total reserve of 1,000 Resource points that can be mined at

the rate of 100 per turn.

806 Agricultural Products
200 wealth points for government expenses
150 wealth points for maintenance of technology and resources
50 wealth points to World Bank
20 wealth points to UNEC

.

Your country is essentially a desert and your people mostly nomadic. The land, however, covers a vast pool of oil.
That oil has been controlled until recently by 'companies from Megaland and its allies. You have taken over owner-
ship of the oil for your country and will sell the oil to profit yourself. Your country has no other resources and your
people are mostly self sufficient nomads. You mast decide whether to keep your country as it is or tt-t( inclustrialize it.

Population Profile:. Total Population 10
AgriCultural'Workers . 0

e Non-product population . . . . .......... 1
Industrial Workers ..... . . ........ 0
Nofnads ' 9

Population grows at one unit per turn.
<Cost of converting nomads to workers 20 wealth points. You May import

workers from any developing country.

< Energy Profile:

4 4

Natural Resources:

Mandated Annual Exenses:

i

Your land has 240Q energy units that can be exploited at a rate of from
10 to 300 units per turn. You have one nuclear power plant that supplies
all your current needs.

None. Your land is unsuitable for agriculture, but you could create artificial
agricultural production at the rate of 120 wealth points for eachgreen
point. These would require five units of energy'each turn and would pro-
duce 30 agricultural products apiece.

4 agricultural points
10-wealth points for government
50 wealth points to maintain oil fields.

Your contribution to UNEC and the World Bank depend on your decisions
after looking at your GNP.

*Nomads are selfsufficient. Imported workers and settled nomads must
have at least 2 agricultural products per unit.

1'
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KYBERLAND - COUNTRY PROFILE

Yuu are a large, populous but poor country whose primary concern is to limit population growth, build agriculture
and industry. You traditionally du not ally with any developed country although you 111 take aid from any nation ur
UN body.

Population Profile:

Energy Profile:

Reserves:

Natural Resources:

Total Population 600
Agricultural Workers 480
Non-product population 100
Industrial Workers 20

Popplation groWs at 5% in each category each to
Population control: a 1% reduction in growth rate
spent on education,

Hydroelectric
Nuclear Energy
Fossil Fuels

rn.
for each 2 wealth points

3 nergy points
3 energy points
4 energy points

You have the capacity to build 20 hydroelectric energy points at 20 wealth
points per energy point. You may build nuclear plants at the rate listed
on the price sheet. You may also buy fossil fuels or explore for fossil-- -
fuels. Your current fossil fuels lasts until turn 6.

You have 25 natural resource units You have the potential for 25 more
which you may find through exploration.

Mandated Annual Budget: 600 Agricultural points .

20 Wealth government
25 Wealth maintain energy and resources

1 Wealth UNEC
1 Wealth World Bank

URALIA - COUNTRY PROFILE

A

You are a highly developed country, although your agricultural and energy technology is not as advanced as that of
Scandia and Megaland. At the current time you are essentially self sufficient in energy and resources. Yuu traditionally du
not trust Megaland and Megaland's influence un the World Bank. Therefore you du not contribute to the World Bank, but
giv e aid directly to developing nations. Yuu would particularly like for Ky berland to become your ally . You do support the
UNEC.

Population Profile: ... Total Population
Agricultural Workers ...
Nonproducqopulation
Industrial Workers . . . . .

Population stable for the game.

Energy Profile: You have no energy conservation points.

Hydroelectric . . . . 50
Nuclear Energy- . . 150
Fossil Fuels . . . . 365

. . .... . ,
You have a fossil fuel reserve of 2,000 energy points which can be ex-
ploited at no more than the current rate. You have no potential kir geo-
thermal energy. You hdve the potential for 30 more points of hydroelectric

250
25

. 60
165

Natural Resources:

energy points at the cost of 50 wealth points per unit.

You currently have 150 natural resource points. Your reserve is 1,500
that can be,mined at the present rate or less.
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Special Agricultural Rles.

Mandated Annual Expenses:

Your population needs ony 3 agricultural pruducts to maintain your current
standard of living but you must use all 25 agricultural workers to producf
that wount. Each turn you must also roll a die. If you roll:

112/3/4 lose 10 agricultural points
5/6 full harvest.

The Revolution Rule does not apply in Uralia until the agricultural out-
put level drops under 2. You must give your population at least 3 agri-
cultural products per turn or use one technology point hit- each agricultural
point you are under. You may buy and store agricultural products.

750 Agricultural Products
300 Wealth points for government expenses
100 Wealth points for maintenance and mining
20 Wealth points to UNEC
30 Wealth points for development aid

TRO)ICANA - COUNTRY PROFILE

You are a middle-level developing country, with an abundance of natural resources, but a very shaky guy ernment. Yuur
people are demanding a better standard of living as measured by agricultural points. If you du nut have 3 agncultural
points per unit of population by turn 5 you will experience a revolution. The damage of the result Civil War w ill Lust 90% of
your technology points. You traditionally ally yourself with Megaland.

Population Profile:

Energy Profile:

Natural Resources:

Mandated Annual Budget:

Total Population . 100
Agricultural Workers 60
Non-product population . . 20
Industrial Workers . 30
Population grows at 10 units per turn.

Hydroelectric 5'
Nuclear Energy . 2
Fossil Fuels 13

You have the capacity to build 50 hydroelectric points at 30 wealth points
per energy unit. You may but nuclear plants and explore for fossil fuel
'(see' price list). You have a reserve of 91 units; at the present rate, your
fossil fuel will last until turn 7.

ZAIVIMU - COUNTRY *OFILE

You currently have 50 natural resource points and have the potential for
50 more which you may discover through exploration.

You also have the potential to create 10 more green points byTtufk6ig
forest. The cost ig 30 wealth units per green point.

100 Agricultural points
30 Wealth government and military
50 Resource and energy maintenance
15 Wealth units to UNEC
15 Wealth units to World Bank

Your country is a very poor developing country without any of the infrastructure of the other developing nations.
The only source of income that your government has at the moment is the tariff on the sale of Portless's goods that
must travel through your country.

Population Profile:

I

Total Population . . . .. ...... .

Agricultural Workers 25
Non-product population less than 1/100

of 1 unit (remember, this includes children)
Industrial Workers .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 0
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Enery Profile:

Natural Resources Profile:

Mandated Annual Budget:

4

4

Population Grows at 5 tints per turn.
Population Control: fdr each 50 wealth points you may reduce population
increase by 1 unit because of new birth control programs. You may spend
money on educationAt takes 20' wealth points to educate older population
groiths.to the point where you can convert them to government workers,
energy intensive agricultural work or industrial workers. You must have
at least one unit of population iiivovernment service before any new land
can be cleared or ,new resource. plored for. For each 10 wealth points
spent on your new population, you train industrial workers and cut costs
of birth control and education in half, New population cannot, however,
work for one turn.

Current energy points . . none
Hydroelectric potential 10 units at 30 wealth points per unit.
Fossil Fuel . . . the same as for natural resources,

but use only one die every turn.
Others as listed on price sheet.

Your country has not been explored for natural resources. You may, or
some other country or the UNEC or World Bank may, explore one-tenth of
your country each turn. For an expenditure of 50 wealth points you may.
roll 1 die. If it comes up 1, 2 or 3 there are not any resources. If it comes
up 4, 5 or 6 there are. Then roll 2 dice to discover the quantity of re-
sources per turn for that area. Roll 1 die again to` discover the cost of
initially obt?ining those resources. The cost of maintaining those resources
after the inifial investment is 1 wealth point per resource unit.

25 Agricultural products
20 Wealth'points to maintain government and road leading to Portless.

1 World Bank
1 UNEC

SCANDIA - COUNTRY FO N=

You are a highly developed but small country that has a long standing commitment to both energy research and com-
mitment to developing countries. In order to continue this policy, however, you must continue your economic position
and convince others to join your efforts at developing alternative energy sources for all countries. You are particularly
concerned that poor countries develop energy forms that will not cause an even greater drain on the world's fossil
fuel supply as they'develop

Population Profile: Total Population . . ............ . . . 10
Agricultural Workers 1

Non-product population 2 .et4yr
Industrial Workers . 7

Population remains stable for the entire game.

Energy Profile:

Reserves:

Natural Resources:

Your country has workedard at conservation and exploiting energy with
in your country. You currently have some nuclear fuel but have banned
any more plants in your country. You are now considering 4e use of
geothermal energy.

Turn 1

Nuclear Energy . ...... 4 con. energy points
Hydroelectric 6 con. energy points
Fossil Fuel 2 con. energy points
Other Fossil Fuel 1 energy points

Your nndear and hydroelectric will rem "-Constant during the game. Your
-fossil fuel will stay as it is through turn 3; thereafter it will decrease by 1
energy point per turn: You have the potential for 6 energy points of geo-
thermal energy. The cost is 50 wealth points per unit plus 25 wealth
points to make them conservation energy points.

You have five units throughout the gaincl.
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Mandated Annual Expenses: 40 Agricultural Points
20 Wealth Points for government expenses
50 Wealth Points for technology and resources
10 Contribution to UNEC'
10 Contrib4tion to World Bank

PORTLESS COUNTRY PROFILE

resources.country is a developing, nation with many resourc but few opportunities to utilize them. You also do not
have any access to the sea, or to other transportation facilities except through Zammu. Zammu charges a tanff on all
goods going through its country. Because of poor education facilities in your eountry you cannot develop your own
technology and must purchase it from a developed country or from the World Bank.

Population Profile:

(
Energy Profile:

Natural Resources Profile:

Mandated Annual Expenses:

Total Population . . 5
Agricultural Wkrkers . . 4
Non-product population . . 1
Industrial Workers .. . , . . 0

Populalion.Grows at 2 units per turn.
Populffion Control: for each 40 wealth points spent phe increase can be

cut in half.
For each 41) points spend on. education you can convert agricultural workers
to industrial workers. Additions to the population become agricultural
workers unless you spend 20 wealth points on their education. They may not
achieve such status for 1 turn.

Hydroelectric rower . . . ..... .. 3 energy points

You have the 'capacity for up to 7 more hydroelectric energy points in your
country that can be obtained for 30 wealth points per unit.

You have 50 fossil fuel points within your country that can be mined
at the rate of 5 wealth points per unit.

You may purchase nuclear energy at the rate on the price sheet.

You currently have 50 natural resource points and have the capability to
produce at least 20 more tach turn by using the exploration chart.

5 Agricultural products
4 Wealth points per ?urn for government expenses
6 Wealth points per turn for Maintaining mines and power.

1

THE WORLD BANK ORGANIZATION PROFILE .

The World Bank has 3 separate Accounts. 't

A) 1,000 Wealth Points for loans to countries for 1 turn at 10% interest. This account is for emergencies if their
planning did not work or if they are in danger of collapse. All countries must vote on the loan with a simple
majority deciding in favor.-Voting Power:

Megaland 7 votes
Scandia 4 votes
Tropicana 2 votes
All others . 1 vote

Uralia is not a member but can join for 100 Wealth Points and will have a voting power of 5. (Each turn costs
40 Wealth Points.) ' ,

B) Investment Loan Accdunt: 300 Wealth POints for long-term loans to developing countries for the development of
appropriAte technologies, evloration'for natural resources or new sources of energy. These loans can last for up to
4 turns at 5%. The Bank AlEe decides on these loans. . 0

-C) Aid Account: These loans are free'for 3 turns. They can be for any purpose in a developing country. The Bank
decides on whether or not they are given. .

A -4
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Rules:
1. No country that has defaulted on a loan can receive another loan.

2. The World Bank can set up a storehouse of natural resources, agricultural products ur technology puintg' with
money from its investment loan account.

3. Any country not contributing on an annual basis to the World Bank forfeits its rating rights until a contribution
is made.

4. 20% of all contributions must gu into the Emergency Account IA) but bank directors can decide how to apportion
the remaining monies.

5. If any country is in danger of famine, the World Bank directors can apply sanctions to any other country that re
fuses to help. (Losg of voting privileges, suspension of trade for one turn, recalling of all loans.)

THE UNITED NATIONS ENERGY CONFERENCE

The United Nations Energy Conference tUNEC) is essentially a research organization that will undertake specific
research projects for member countnes. Its primary initial task is to develop alternative energy points. It can also
undertake to researclausion, or to make loans for develonent of other energy sources.

Research does not always work, however, and a die rullwrnust take plaCe to determine if the project was successful
Any research undertakedby the UNEC is available to all nations, unlike research undertaken by individual countries
which works only for them.

Form of Energy

Solar

Cost of Research

50 Wealth Points
(success takes 1 turn of research)

Nuclear Wast e' 500 Wealth Points
Disposal invested over 3 turns

Fusion

Conservation

Success (die roll) Results

2,4,5,6 Countries can use solar energy fcir
agriculture.

Cuts cost of nuclear energy by 1/3 ,0

Fusion is 20 times as powerful as other
energy and each point costs
10 Wealth Points.

1,3,5

300 Wealth Points on the 1st turn 2,4
with an increase of 100 Wealth
Points per turn for 6 turns.

For 20 Wealth Points the UNEC can research conservation Lor any developing country buying or
creating energy. The investment takes 1 turn but all energy points secured that turn are conserva-
tion energy points. sas

Research on solar energy, or Nuclear Waste, that is not successful must be begun again. If Fusion energy research
is not successful, research can continue at the same rate, with 1 number added to the die roll for each turn for success,
in this order 6,1, for up to 2 turns. 4
- After turn 4q the UNEC can research application of solar energy to industry for 100 Wealth Points. The success
is the same as the onginal solar research, but can only apply to those countries who have 80% of their energy in
Conservation energy points.

t5° .
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Appendix 2
Admission of Member States to the United Nations by Year
1945 Argentina

Brazil
Byelorussian SSR
Chile
China _

Czech9slavakia
Denniark
Dominican Republic
Egypt
El Salvador
France
+Haiti
Iran
Lebanon
Luxembourg
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Paraguay
Philippines
Poland
Saudi Arabia
Syrian Arab Republic
Turkey
Ukrainian SSR
USSR
United Kingdom
United States of America
Yugoslavia
Greece
India:
Peru
Australia
Costa Rica
Liberia
Colombia
Mexico
South Africa
Canada
Ethiopia
Bolivia
Vewzuela
Guatemala
Norway
Netherlands
Honduras
Ort-f811 aY

Ecuador-
Iraq
Belgium

Ak4,

1946 Afghanistan
Iceland

- Sweden
Thailand

1947 Pakistan
'Yemen

1948 Burma

1949 Israel

24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 19'45
24 Oct. 1945
'24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 19'45
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 2945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24'Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945.
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945
24 Oct. 1945

(25 Oct. 1945
30 Oct. 1945
31 Oct. 1945
1 Nov. 1945
2 Nov. 1945
2 Nov. 1945
5 Nov. 1945
7 Nov. 1945
7 Nov. 1945
9 Nov. 1945

13 Nov. 1945
14 Nov. 1945
15 Nov. 1945°
21 Nov. 1945
27 Nov. 1945
10 Dec..1945
17 Dec. 1945
18 Dec. 1945
21 Dec. 1945
21.Dec. 1945
27 Dec. 1945'

19 Nov. 1946
19 Nov. 1946
19 Nov. 1946
16 Dec.\1946

30 Sep. 1947
30 Sep. 1947

la Apr. 1948

11 May 1949
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1955 Albania 14 Dec. 1955
Austria 14 Dec. 1955
Bulgaria 14 Dec. 1955
Democratic Kampuc-hea 14 Dec. 1955
Finland 14 Dec. 1955
Hungary 14 Dec. 1955
Ireland /T4- c. 1955
Italy ' 14 Dec. 1955
Jordaf di r 14 Dec. 1955
Lao People's Democratic Republic 14 Dec. 1955
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Nepal
Portugal
Romania
Spain
Sri Lanka

1956 Morocco
Sudan
Tunisia
Japan

1957 Ghana
Malaysia

1958 Guinea

1960 Benin
Clhtral African Repliblic
shad
Congo
Cyprus
Gabon,
Ivory Coast
Madagascar
Niger
Somalia
Togo
United Republic of Cameroon
Upper Volta
Zaire
Mali
Senegal
Nigeria

14 Dec. 1955
14 Dec. 1955
14 Dec. 1955
14 Dec. 1955
14 Dec. 1955
14 Dec. 1955

12 Nov. 1956
12 Nov. 1956
12 Nov. 1956
18 Dec. 1956

8 Mar. 1957
17 Sep. 1957

12 Dec. 1958

20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960 -40
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep41960
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960
20 Sep. 1960
28 Sep. 1960-
28 Sep, 1960

7 Oct. 1960
cc)

1961 Sierra reone 27 Sep. 1961
Mauritania. 27 Oct. 1961
Mongolia' 27 Oct. 1961
United Republic of Tanzania 14 Dec. 1961

1962 Burundi N Sep. 1962
Jamaica 18 Sep. 1962
Rwanda 18 Sep. 1962
Trinidad and Tobago 18 Sep. 1962
Algeria 8 Oct. 1962

Uganda 25 Oct. 1962

1963 Kuwait 14 May 1963
Kenya 16 Dec. 1963

1964 Malawi
Malta
Zaripia
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1 Dec. 1964
1 Dec. 1964



1965 Gambia 21 Sep. 1965
Maldives 21 Sep. 1965
Singapore 21 Sep. 1965

1966 Guyana 20 Sep. 1966
Botswana 17 Oct. 1966
Lesotho 17 Oct. 1966
Barbados 9 Dec. 1966

1967 Democratic Yemen 14 Dec. 1967

1968 Mauritius 24 Apr. 1968'"
Swaziland 24 Sep. 1968
Equatorial Guinea 24 Nov. 1968

*-

1970 Fiji 13 Oct. 1970

1971 Bahrain 21 Sep. 1971
Bhutan 21 Sep. 1971
Qatar 21 Sep. 1971
Oman 7'Oct. 1971
United Arab Emirates 9 Dec. 1971

1973 Bahamas 18 Sep. 1973
German-Democratic Republic 18 Sep. 1973
Federal Republic of Germany 18 Sep. 1973

1974 Bangladesh ) 17 Sep. 1974
Grenada 17 Sep. 1974
Guinea-Bissau 17 Sep. 1M4.

1975 Cape Verde 16 Sep. 1975
Mozambique 16 Sep. 1975
Sao Tome and Principe 16 Sep. 19/5
Papua New Guinea 10 Oct. 1975 a
Comoros 12 Nov. 1975
Suriname 4 Dec. 1975

1976 Seychelles 21 Sep. 1976
Angola 1 Dec. 1976
Samoa = 15 Dec. 1976

1977 Djibouti 20 Sep. 1977
Viet Nam 20 Sep. 1977

1978 Dominica 18 Dec. 1978 #
Soloman Islands 19 Dec. 1978

1979 Saint Lucia 18 Sep. 1979

1980 Zimbabwe 25 Aug. 1980
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Appendix 3
The Agenda of the General Assembly

1949
POLITICAL AND SECURITY QUE
Palestinian Question
Indonesian Question
Threats to the Independence and Territorial Integrity of Greece
Disposal of.Former Italian Colonies
The IndiaPakistan Question
The Berlin Question
Problem of the Independence of Korea
Threats to the Independence and Territorial Integrity of China
The Hyderabad Question
Treatment of People of Indian Origin in South Africa
The-Question of Franco Spain
The Free Territory of Trieste
Observance of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
Appeal to the Great Powers
The Essentials of Peace
Work of the Atomic Energy Commission
Work of the Commission for Conventional Armaments
Work of the Military Staff Committee -
Admission of New Members
The Interim Committee of the General Assembly
Promotion of Internation Cooperation in the Political Field

. UN Field Service and UNPanel of Field Observers
Voting in the Security Council 4
ECONOMIC QUESTIONS
Economic Development of Uniler-DeveloRed Areas
Economic Stability and Full Employment
Measures to Increase Food Supplies
Training in Public Administration
Discrimination in International Trade
Statistical Activities '
Proposed Economic Commission for the Middle East

TIONS

SOCIAL, HUMANITARIAN AND CULTURAL QUESTIONS
Human Rights
Freedom of Informatio
Refugees, Displaced Persons, and Stateless Persons
U1 Children's Fund (UNICEF)
UNAC
International Control of Narcotic Drugs
Population and Migration Questions
Question of Coordination, Eonsultation and Implementation in Economic and Social Matters
Relations with Specialized Agencies
Implementation of Recommendations on Economic and Social Questions

QUESTIONS CONCERNING NON-SELF GOVERNING TERRITORIES
Trusteeship and Related Questions

ADMINISTRATIVEQUESTIONS
Composition of the Secretariat and the Principle of Geographical Distribution
UN Staff Pension fund
Amendment to thOUN Provisional Staff Regulations
Establishment of an-Administrative Tribunal ...

Organization of a UN Postal- Administration
UN Telecommunications System
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1959

LEGAL QUESTIONS
Reparations for Injuries Suffered in Service of the UN
Development and Codification otInternational Law
Genocide
Declaration of Death of Missing Persons,----
Privileges, and Immunities of the UN
Registration and Publication of Treaties and International Agreements
Permanent Missions to the UN
Permanent Invitation to the Secretary-General of the Organization of American States (OAS)
Headquaiters of the UPI

rio

POLITICAL AND SECURITY QUESTIONS
`Disarmament: -

General and Complete Disarmament
Questions of the French Nuclear Tests in the Sahara
Prevention of Wider Dissemination of Nuclear WeaponS
Supervision of Nuclear and Thermo Nuclear. Weapons Tests

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
Questions Relating to the Use of Atomic Energy
The Middle East:

Palestinian Question
Aid to Refugees
UN Emergency Force (UNEF)
Coinmunications Concerning the United Kingdom and Yemen

flungary
Africa:

Questions of Algeria
The Race Conflict in South Africa and the Treatment of People of Indian Origin in South Africa
Communications frOm Tunisia and France

Questions Relating to Asia and the Far East:
The Question of Laos
The Question of Tibet
The Question of Korea
The Question of the Representation of China
The IndiaPakistan Question
Relations between Cambodia and Thailand

Questions Relating to the UN Charter and Organs of the UN
Questions of Enlarging the Security Council, Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC),

and the International Court of Justice (ICJ)
Question of the Composition of the Trusteeship Council

'Question of Equitable Geographical Representation in Electing General Assembly Presidents

Communications Concerning Nicaragua
a Communications Concerning Panama

14,ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL QUESTIONS
Long-Term Economic Projection Techniques and World

Economic Development
International Economic Cooperation
Developments of World Market and Improvement of Trade Conditions in Less Developed Countnes (LDCs)
International Trade Development and Commodity Problems

\-_/` Latin American Commoq Market

Economic Development of Less Developed Countries (LDCs):
UN Special Fund
Technical Assistance Programs
Proposal for UN Capital Development Fund
Industrialization
Cooperation for Development of LDCs

4
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Human Rights
Civil and Political Rights
Rights of Children
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities:

Discrimination in Education
Discrimination in Employment and Occupation
Discrimination in Religious Rights and Practices

Status of Women:
Political Rights
Status in Private Law
Nationality of Married Women
Equal Pay for Equal Work
Economic Opportunities
Access to Education

Freedom of Information
Right of Asylum
Trade Union Rights
Victims of Experiments in Nazi Concentration Camps
Refugee' Questions:

The World Refugee Year
International Protection
Repatnation and Resettlement
Assistance Programs

World Social Situation:
Social Development Programs
Population Questions
Housing, Building and Planning

Social Defense:
Prevention of Prostitution and Suppression of Traffic in Persons
Juvenile Delinquency
Study of Capital Punishment Question

UN Children's Fund (UNICEF)
Control of Narcotic Drugs
Coordination and Organizational Matters
International Technical, Scientific, Educational and Cultural Cooperation
Exchange of Scientific and Technical Experience
Exchanges in Fields bf Education; Science and Culture
International Cooperation in Cartography
Questions Concerning Health

QUESTIONS CONCERNING NON-SELF GOVERNING TERRITORIES AND THE
INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM
Transmission of Information on Non-Self Governing Territories
The Question of South-West Africa
Operation of the International Trusteeship System
Conditions in Trust Territories

LEGAL QUESTIONS
Diplomatic Intercourse and finmunities
Treaties and Multilateral Conventions
UN Conference on the Elimination or Reduction of Statelessness

ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETARY QUESTIONS
Administrative Arrangements:

Geographical Distribution of Secretariat Staff and Proportion of Fixed-Term Appointments
Definition of Dependency
Pension Questions

Organization and Management of Work of the Secretariat
Public Information Activities of the UN
The UN Library
Modernization of Palais des Nations
UN building in Santiago
Audit Report
UN Memorial Cemetery in Korea

(2-
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1969

4

POLITICAL AND SECURITY QUESTIONS,
Disarmament and Related Matters:

General and Complete Disarmament.
Question of Chemical and Biological Weapons
Need for Supervision, of Nuclear and ThermoNuclear Tests
Question Pertaining to the Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon States

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space:
Legal Aspects
Scientific and Technical Aspects fj

Question of Promoting the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed
The Strengthening of International Security
Questions Concerning the Use of Atomic Energy:

Annual Report of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

Review of the Question of Peace-keeping Operations
Questions Relating to Africa:

Concerning South Africa's Apartheid Policy
UN Trust Fund for South African Refugees
The Situation in Southern Rhodesia
The Question of Namibia
Relations between Afncan States and Portugal
Relations between Equatorial Guinea and Spain
The Situation in Nigeria
Manifesto on Southern Africa

Questions Relating to AsiaThhe Far East:
Representation of China in the UN
Questions Pertaining to Korea
Complaints by Cambodia Relating to US and South Vietnamese Forces
Relations between Cambodia and Thailand
The India-Pakistan Question
Questions concerning West New Guinea

Questions Relating to Europe:
Situation in Northern Ireland
Strengthening European Security

Questions Concerning Latin America:
Relations between El Salvador and Honduras
Complaint by Haiti

Situation in the Middle East: --
Status of the Cease-Fire
Questions Relating to the Treatment of Civilian Populations in Israeli-Occupied Territories
The situation in and around Jerusalem and its Holy, Places
Question of Oman
Relations between Iran and Iraq

AssiStance to Refugees in the Near East
Situation in Cyprus
Questions relating to Membership in the UN and the UN Charter

`s, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL QUESTIONS
The World Economic Situation
The Second UN Development Decade
UN Operational Activities for Developinent
Trade and Development .
Application of Science-and Technology to Development
Use and Development of Non-Agricultural Resources
Problem of the Environment
Role of theRegional Economic Commissions in the Second UN Development Decade
Social Development Policies
UNICEF
Questions Relating to Youth
Assistance to Refugees
Narcotic Drugs
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1979

)

Human Rights:
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities
Fundamental Freedoms (Violations of)
Status of Women ,

Implementation of Recommendation of International Conference on Human Rights
Observance of International Year for Human Rights
Advisory Services

Coordination and Organizational Questions
Economic and Social Consequences of Disarmament
Establishment of the Inter-governmental Tourism Organization
Role of the Cooperative Movement in Economic and Social Development

QUESTIONS RELATING TO TRUST AND NONSELF GOVERNING TERRITORIES
Conditions in Individual Trust Territories
Question Concerning Individual Territories and Independence
The Question of Namibia
Territories Under Portuguese Administration

LEGAL` QUESTIONS
The Law of Treaties
Special Missions ,

Principal of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation Among States
Question of Defining Aggression
International Trade Law 4,

Program of Assistance to Promote Teaching and Km:iv/ledge of International Law
Questions Relating to the Rules of Procedure of UN Organs
Developments Relating to Article 19 of the UN Charter

POLITICAL AND SECURITY QUESTIONS
Middle East:

EgyptianIsraeli Peace Treaty
Situation in Middle East
Question of Palestine
Occupied Territories
Peacekeeping Forces

Cyprus
Indochina and Refugee Question
Korea
Southern Africa and Decolonization

Apartheid.
Namibia
Zimbabwe /Rhodesia

Other Colonial Issues

Disarmament;
Limitations of Strategic Arms
Controlling the Development, Deployment and Use of Arms
NonProliferation and Regional Disarmament
Enhancing International Security
Questions of Relationship between Disarmament and Development

ECONOMIC QUESTIONS
Restructuring of World Production and Industrialization of LDCs
Trade and Protectionism
Inflation and Energy
Debt Relief and Monetary Reform
Transfer of Resources ' #
Commodities
Food Problems
Science, Technology and Transnationals:

Code of Conduct on the Transfer of Technology
Transnational Corporations (TNCs)

NN
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND SOCIAL ISSUES
Human Rights
Social and Humanitarian Issues:

The World Social Situation
Women
International Year of the Child
Youth, Aged and the Disabled
Population
Drugs
Disaster Relief

LEGAL ISSUES
Law of the Sea
Outer Space
Terrorism and Hostages
Trade and Economic Law

t I.
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Appendix 4.
Lists of Conferences and Special Sessions
1972 World Environment Conference

1474 WOrld Food.Conference

1974,1975 Sixth and Seventh Special Sessions of the United Nations General Assembly (New International EconomicOrder)

1975 UN Conference'on Decade for Women

1976 World Conference on Employment, Income Distribution and SocialProgress, and the International Division of
Labour

1976111 =TAT: UN Conference on Human Settlements

1976 UNIDO II (Industrialization)

1976, 1979 UNCTAD IV and UNCTAD V (Trade)

1977 World Water Conference

1938 UN Conference'on Technical Cooperation Among Developing Countries
1979 World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development

1979 UN Conference on Science and Technology for Development

1980 Decade for Women: Peace, Equality and Development

1980 Eleventh Special Session of the General Assembly (NIEO)
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The United Nations Association of the United 'States of America (UNA-USA) is a
national organization which conducts programs of research, study and information to:-

,
Heighten US public awareness and increase public knowledge of global issues and their
relation to the United Nations system;

EncoUrage, where appropriate, multilateral approaches in dealing with these issues:

Build public support for constructive US policies on matters of global concern; and

Enhance the effectiveness of the United Nations and other international institutions.

UNA-USA caries out its programs through a newrk of national and community or-
ganizations and leaders. This network is comprised o75 chapters and divisions through-
out the country and 130 affiliated national organizations. The prominent citizens who
participate in its programs come from business, labor, the professions and academia as
well as from senior positions in the US Government and the United Nations. .

UNA-USA also provides special information and education services on UN-related
matters and international affairs for student groups, the media, and Congress and for
groups inside and outside the US Government who affect policy. UNA-USA is a private,
non-profit, non-partisan organization.

o

4.

.United Nations Association of the United States of America
300 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017

212 697 3232 Cable: UNASAMER
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